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In this thesis, we are interested in studying the inverse problem of determining 
the potential function from the observation of its spectrum. A potential application 
is the development of a new tool for the gravitational wave astronomy. 
We will first introduce the basic ideas and backgrounds of inverse problems, in 
particular, of Sturm-Liouville problem, and discuss the difficulties arised. 
The whole thesis introduces two recently developed efficient numerical methods 
for the reconstruction of the global potential in a conservative system: the output 
least squares method combined with Newton-like iteration studied by Sun, Young and 
Zou [41] and the reconstruction method proposed by Rundell and Sacks [37]. But 
this thesis will present m.uch more detailed derivations and technical treatments than 
those provided in the original work [41] and [37], and demonstrate the efficiencies of 
the two approaches by plenty of numerical experiments. ； 
The first method starts with the recovery of the perturbative potential AV%r) 
from the spectral shifts {Ao;^}, where the unperturbed spectra {uJn} and the corre-
sponding eigenfunctions {fn{x)} are available from the unperturbed potential V{x). 
The forward perturbative problem of the first order approximation is described by 
a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind and the output least squares method, 
combined with the Tikhonov regularization, is applied to solve the ill-posed integral 
equation. Numerical results are given to demonstrate the satisfaction in recovering 
both smooth and discontinuous perturbative potentials. Then we discuss how the 
global potential can be achieved by an iterative process of the perturbative inversion. 
The reconstruction algorithm works very effective, with only few iterations needed. 
The second reconstruction approach is to first translate the observed spectra into 
a set of Cauchy data for a certain hyperbolic equation. Then the resulting overposed 
boundary value problem is solved by an iterative method for the potential function. 
Uniqueness and convergence of the successive approximation method are presented 
and numerical results are given to show the efficiency of the method. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Sturm-Liouville 
Problem 
1.1 What are inverse problems? 
Many physical problems which we encounter in the real world are inverse problems. 
Following Keller [15]’ one calls two problems inverse to each other if the formulation 
of one problem involves the other one. However, it is quite difficult to distinguish 
which one is the inverse problem from a pair of problems. 
Loosely speaking, a problem may be regarded as the direct problem if it is studied 
first or is simpler than another. Besides, to predict future events (effects) when using 
the present data (causes) is always classified to be a direct problem. Similarly, in the 
studies of the inverse problems, what we already have on hand are the effects and we 
would like to infer or reconstruct the corresponding causes. 
Since a classical direct problem is to find out the effects of a given cause by 
using the appropriate laws of nature, it is therefore no surprise the natural sciences 
emphasize that 
1. There exists a solution of the problem. 
2. There is at most one solution of the problem. 
1 
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3. The solution is insensitive to small changes of the causes. 
Such problems are called well-posed (in Hadamard's speech [12]). However, many 
inverse problems do not satisfy one or two or all three conditions stated above. Mathe-
matical problems having one of these undesirable properties are called ill-posed prob-
lems and pose severe numerical difficulties. We want to find out an approximate 
solution for the exact solution of the considered inverse problem. One of the effective 
techniques to deal with the ill-posedness is to use some kind of regularizations. The 
Tikhonov technique is one of the most commonly used regularization methods. We 
will give a brief introduction to the Tikhonov regularization method in appendix A. 
In the past twenty years, the field of the inverse problems has certainly been one 
of the fastest growing areas in applied mathematics. This growth has largely been 
driven by the needs of applications both in industry and other sciences, e.g. Heat 
Conduction, Inverse Scattering, Signal/Image Processing, X-Ray Tomography and 
Parameter Identification. 
1.2 Introductory background 
We will be concerned with a simple second-order ordinary differential equation (cf. 
[6]) 
— ^ 勵 ‘ ⑴ ) + 洲“⑴ 二 Mt)y{t)- (1.1) 
Here p{t)^ q{t) and w[t) are functions of the variable t, and A is a parameter. The 
function y{t) will be subject to boundary conditions at the endpoints of the interval 
a, b . 
The parameter A is not arbitrarily chosen, but in fact it is a very classical result, 
dating at least to the work of both Sturm [40] and Liouville [27] in 1830s, that only a 
discrete set of values of A can permit a function y{t) to satisfy the equation and the 
boundary conditions. We will refer such kind of A as eigenvalues, the corresponding 
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y{t) as eigenfunctions and such a problem as the Sturm-Liouville problem, in memory 
of these two mathematicians. 
1.3 The Liouville transformation 
Recall the equation (1.1) 
- 細 柳 ) ) + 咖 ⑷ = 入 切 嚇 ) . (1.1) 
We supplement the equation with the following boundary conditions: 
y'(a) - Oi y{a) = 0, 
y'[h) + Py{h) -二 0 (a, P>0) (1.2) 
: . -• . . , 
where p{t), q{t) and w{t) are assumed tp be real-valued continuous functions defined 
on a closed interval [a, b] and the functions p(t), w{t) are positive at any point t on 
the interval, see [6, 25, 26 . 
If we assume that both ^ {p{t)w{t)) and p'{t) are continuous on [a, b], then (1.1) 
is transformed by the Liouville transformation y{t) ^^ u{x), cf. [6]: 
1 广 
X = — / cr(s) ds, 
L Ja 
U = f{t)y 
where L, f and a are defined as 
广 
L = / cr(s) ds, 
沖 ) = s 
m = Vp(tMt^, 
into 
¢/¾ 
—+ {p' - Q(x)) u = 0 (1.3) 
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where 
o f ^ ) — m + ^ 2 i M 
_ — /(x) + L ^ ( x ) ' 
p2 = L'X 
and the new independent variable x varies over the interval [0，1]. It is easy to check 
that the boundary conditions remain the saine form, 
i/'(0) - h u{0) = 0, 
u'{l) + Hu{l) = 0 {h, H > 0). (1.4) 
We shall often write q{x) instead of Q{x) and use A in place of p^. We call (1.3) the 
canonical form or the standard form for the Sturni-Liouville equation. 
1.4 The Sturm-Lioiiville problem 一 A historical 
look 
The inverse problem may be originated in ancient Greece and a modem starting point 
seems to be in a paper published in 1929 by Ambartsumyan [1]. He showed that if 
\n 二 (n7r)^,Vn G N, then the Sturm-Liouville problem 
-y"{x) + q{x)y 二 \y on (0, 1), 
y'(0) = 0， 
y'( i) = 0 
gives the trivial solution q[x) = 0. Hence it naturally leads to the way that one can 
recover the potential function q(x) from the knowledge of its eigenvalues { A j } � 
In fact, this conjecture turns out to be false; in general a single spectrum is 
insufficient to determine the potential function q(x), so the result of Ambartsumyan 
is an exception to the general rule. The definite result was proven by the Swedish 
mathematician Borg [5] in 1946. 
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He also proved that two complete sets of eigenvalues, namely {Aj}^^ and { f i j ] ^ i , 
uniquely determines q{x), where the two sets of eigenvalues are derived from different 
boundary conditions. 
In order to have a taste of Borg's claim, we have the following remark. 
Remark 1.1 Consider the Sturm-Liouville equation defined on the interval (0,1) 
with vanishing Dirichlet boundary conditions on y{x), 
-y"{x) ^q{x)y 二 Xy on(0,l), 
y{0) 二 0, 
" ⑴ 二 0. 
Define q{x) ^ (/(1 — x) and note that q{x) is the mirror image of .q{x) upon 
reflection with respect to x — |, 
Now ;.. 
-y"{l-x)+q{l-x)y{l-x) = A y ( l - x ) , 
-Y''(x) + q(x)Y(x) 二 XY(x), 
where F(x) = y{l — x). 
Note that 
Y{0) = "(1) 二 0, 
n i ) = 2/(0) = 0. 
Hence we see that both q{x) and its mirror image q{x) produce the same spectra 
{Aj} and thus it is no way to distinguish q[x) from q{x). 
Soon after Borg's paper has been published, important research on inverse prob-
lem theory was carried out by Levinson [20, 21, 22]. The first of these papers contains 
simpler proofs of some of the results obtained by Borg, whereas the second and third 
are devoted to the so-called "inverse quantum scattering problem". 
Further important successes in inverse problem theory were achieved by Bargmann 
3, 4], Tikhonov [43], Gelfand and Levitan [9], Marchenko [29, 30], etc. 
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In 1951, Gelfand and Levitan [9] published a paper which indicated a method 
of restoration of a Sturm-Liouville operator from a spectral function, and also gave 
the conditions for a given monotone function to be the spectral function of a Sturm-
Liouville operator. The paper served thereafter as a model for an effective solution of 
other inverse problems, for both Sturm-Liouville and other operators (discrete ana-
logue of the Sturm-Liouville operator, Sturm-Liouville problem for matrices, systems 
of differential equations, systems of Dirac-type equations, etc.). 
Inverse problems have recently been of greater interest because of their relation 
to some important nonlinear equations in mathematical physics. Our goal in this 
thesis is to reconstruct the potential function q{x) from only a finite number (say N) 
of pieces of the spectral data. We shall always assume that this corresponds to the 
first N eigenvalues in ascending order. 
1.5 Where Sturm-Liouville problems come from? 
Sturm-Liouville systems are not just objects of interest to mathematicians. They 
are the one-dimensional models of a large number of important physical processes. 
They arise also in the analysis of such processes in more than one dimension by such 
methods as the Separation of Variables. 
(I) The vibrating string [35 
If we consider the vibrational modes of a string, certain mechanical systems or 
sound waves in a pipe, we are led to solve the following time-dependent wave equation 
governing vibrations of the string 
Q / 8u\ d^u 
^r")^j-^(")" = "(")^' 
where p{x) denotes the tension of the string at the point x, w{x) denotes the density 
(mass per unit length) of the string, u{x, t) denotes the displacement at time t of the 
point on the string whose equilibrium position is at x and q{x) denotes the coefficient 
of the spring-like transverse restoring force. 
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Now suppose the string is oscillating in a normal mode 
u{x, t) 二 U{x) sincjt. 
It implies that U{x) must satisfy the standard Sturm-Liouville equation 
-"f- (p{x)^^ + q{x)U 二 Xw{x)U 
ax \ ax J 
where we have put A = uo^ . 
Our interest here is to recover q[x) from the given angular momentum uo and both 
the functions p{x) and w{x). 
(II) The Schr6dinger wave equation [35] 
In quantum mechanics, the Schr5dinger wave equation has the form 
: utt ———u" + Vu 0. 
2m 
Here u(cc, t) is the wave function of a particle, V{x) is the potential field, m is the 
mass of the particle and h is the Planck's constant (6.63 x 10'"^^Js) divided by 2n. 
By letting u{x, t)== 一伪 U(a:), where E is the energy level associated with the 
state u, we are led to 
—~— U" + Vix) U = E U. 
2m ^ ) 
The quantum mechanical inverse problem corresponds to the reconstruction of the 
unknown potential function V{x) from the knowledge of the possible energy levels E 
of the system [7 . 
(III) Trapped waves above a submerged cylinder [31, 35, 47 
A fixed horizontal cylinder below the surface of a fluid can act as a 'wave guide’ 
for various modes of wave that travel along its length, their amplitude decaying 
exponentially in the traverse direction (Figure 1). The first thorough study of this 
effect was by F. Ursell [47] in 1951. A standard simplification called the 'mild slope 
approximation' for linear water wave theory leads to the equation 
4^ ( r { X ) ^ ] + (A:*2 - k y { X ) Y = 0 on - oo < X < oo, 
aX \ aX / 
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where k* and r are known positive functions o f t h e transverse coordinate X , and Y is 
the free surface height, and k is the wavenumber of the trapped wave. The boundary 
conditions are that Y should tend to zero at ±oo. This is an ordinary (but singular) 
Sturm-Liouville problem with A 二 -k^ as the eigenparameter. 
警 
Figure 1: Waves trapped by a submerged cylinder (Figure extracted from [35，p.l5j) 
1.6 Inverse problems of interest 
The inverse problem to be discussed in this thesis related to the one-dimensional 
Sturm-Liouville equation (in Physics we call it Klein-Gordon(KG) equation): 
� # d^  1 
^ - ^ + n^)竹工,力)二0 (1.5) 
with a real potential function V{x) defined on a finite interval [0，a]. We would 
like to seek an efficient and stable numerical algorithm for determining the poten-
tial V{x) from its spectra {cj}, which are defined in terms of the eigenfunctions 
4>{x^ t) = / ( o : ) e - - . Inversion from the spectrum is important since spectra can 
often be measured directly. 
In the following chapters, we will discuss the inverse problems in two distinct in-
version in the conservative system: the perturbative inversion and the total inversion. 
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To have a taste of the rough ideas of the problems in hand, let us consider a 
simple example and try to gain some feelings for what we are going to do. 
Let us consider that the spectra {uj^} and the corresponding eigenfunctions {fn{^)} 
be related by the Klein-Gordan equation as follows: 
� # 1 
- ^ + ^(x) fn{x)=iolfn{x), X G (0, a) (1.6) 
with the vanishing boundary conditions. Recall remark 1.1 and in order to achieve 
inversion in the above case, some tricks are needed to unveil the information concealed 
by the symmetry. It is done by extending the original interval from (0, a) to (0, 2a). 
Note that the perturbation A y ( x ) is now extended to the new region by assuming 
f 
~ .AF(x) X G fO, al, 
A y ( x ) 二 <^  、 ’ 
Ay(2a - X) X G [a，2aJ. 
v 
In this new system, we impose the nodal boundary conditions at both ends x 二 0 
and X — 2a. 
In this newly extended system, there is now in addition another set of eigenfunc-
tions with nodes at both end-points x = 0 and x = 2a but antiriodes at x = a. This 
new set of eigenfunctions (in addition to the set of nodal eigenfunctions of the original 
system) provides the additional information needed to achieve unique inversion. In 
all our later numerical calculations, the interval [0, a] is used for our unique inversion. 
It is known that in conservative systems, unique inversion is possible with two sets 
of real-valued normal mode spectra dictated by different boundary conditions on the 
system. Possible candidates are the two sets of eigenfunctions with: (a) nodes at both 
end-points, and (b) a node and an antinode respectively at the two ends. An effective 
numerical scheme is established with the two spectra, which enables inversion to be 
accomplished. 
Chapter 2 
Reconstruction Method I 
• • •‘ • .‘ .， 
The main content of this chapter comes from the work of Sun, Young and Zou {41], 
• 
whose numerical experiments were conducted by the author of this thesis. Compared 
. .‘‘ j 
with [41], this chapter provides riiuch more detailed information on the reconstruction 
method. 
2.1 Perturbative inversion 
2.1.1 Inversion problem via Fredholm integral equation 
The forward problem of perturbation for the KG equation (1.6) is to determine the 
spectral shifts Acj^ of cul from the perturbed potential /SV[x) of the global potential 
V{x) when the unperturbative information is available in advance. For example, the 
unperturbed spectra ⑴几 and unperturbed wave functions (/>n(z,力)，which are obtained 
from an unperturbed potential V{x). 
In contrary to the forward problem, the total inversion problem is to construct 
the potential V{x) in (1.6) from two sets of given spectra {00n,i} and {<^n,2}. For 
the closed system with normal modes, it is well known that the potential can be 
obtained uniquely from two sets of spectra, one set of eigenvalues whose corresponding 
wave functions have two nodes at both endpoints of the cavity and another set of 
10 
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eigenvalues whose corresponding wave functions have one node and one antinode. 
This observation only guarantees the existence of the potential, but it is still an open 
question how to explicitly construct such a potential as an explicit function of x from 
the given two spectra. In fact, there are very few practical algorithms for efficient 
recovery of potentials. In this chapter, we introduce an efficient numerical method 
for the perturbative inversion. That is, we will address the determination of the 
perturbative potential l W { x ) from the spectral shifts {Acj^}, when the unperturbed 
spectra {oUn} and eigenfunctions {/^(x)} are available from the unperturbed potential 
附 
Let V be perturbed to V + A F , and the corresponding eigenvalues and the eigen-
functions are changed to {cj^ + Au^} and {f^ + A/几} respectively. 
Namely, , , , � 
(/92 \ 
� — @ + ^ + ^ ^ j (人 + � t ( �+ ^^n)(/n + A/.), 
its first order approximation gives 
(Q2 \ 
- ^ + V A/, + AVfn 二 colAU ^ Acjlfn. (2.1) 
V 3l2 乂 
Now expand A/几 as 
^fn - �: ^nm fm 5 
m^n 
substituting into (2.1) yields 
yZ ^nm^mfm + ^Vfn ^1 ^ C^nmfm + &�fn, 
mj^n m^n 
multiplying both sides by fn and take the integration on both sides over the interval 
0, a], we have 
Ac4= rf^{x)AV{x) dx. 
Jo 
Thus the forward perturbative problem of the first order approximation gives 
^^l= rfn(x)/^V{x) dx, (2.2) 
0^ 
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where the eigenfunctions {/„} of the original unperturbed problem are assumed to 
be real and normalized on [0, a], i.e. J^ f^{x) dx 二 1. 
Now using 
Ao;^ = rfM^V{y) dy, 
Jo 
we have 
Ao;^/.^W 二 fl[x) rjl{y)^V{y) dy, 
Jo 
or 
oo oo ‘ fa 
E ^^'m = E 彻 / fn(y)my)办. ( 2 . 3 ) . 
., Jo 
n~-—oo n=-oo 
This naturally suggests that the perturbative potential AV could be obtained by 
solving the integral, equation (2.3). But in general, the two series on both sides of 
equation (2.3) may not converge for given eigenfunctions. To overcome this difficulty, 
we can directly derive a similar equation to (2.3) but with some more flexible scaling 
parameters involved so that the resultant series will always converge. In fact, by 
multiplying both sides of (2.2) by f^{x)/an and then summing up over n we get 
E ^fn(-) = E 4 ^ � m m y U y , 
^n ^n Jo 
n=-oo n=-oo ^ 
where {<Jn} are positive numbers and can be taken arbitrarily in principle. Let 
" ⑷ 二 f ^ 学 伽 
C^n n=-oo 
and 
Kx,y)= J2 华 細 , 
^n 
n--oo 
then the above equation can be written as the following Fredholm integral equation 
of the first kind 
MW - [ k{x,y) AV{y) dy. (2.4) 
Jo 
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In general, cr^  should not be taken to be too large or too small. If cr^  are too large, it 
will dampen the contributions from the high frequency wave functions; if a^ are too 
small, the two series which define fi{x) and k[x, y) may diverge. 
In the following we consider the boundary conditions /n(0) = 0 and fn{a) 二 0, 
then the eigenvalues A^ are real (cf. Lemma 4.2). According to the theorem of two 
set of spectra determining a unique potential, the Fredholm equation (2.4) seems to 
be unreasonable as it involves only one set of spectra. The unreasonability can be 
illustrated with a simple example. Consider a set of fn{x) which are symmetric or 
antisymmetric with respect to the point a/2, namely 
fn{oc) = ± / n ( a _ X ) , ^ . ‘ , • •‘ 
So fn(x) will be always symmetric with respect to the point a/2, that is, ‘ .'.. ‘ 
• 彻 二 ^ ^ ( … ) . 
If we decompose the potential into two parts 
AV(x) = AVs(x) + AVA(x), 
where AVs{x) is the symmetric part 
AVs{x) = - [ A V » + AV{a - x)' 
Zi 
and AV^(a:) is the anti-symmetric part 
AVA{x) = i [AV{x) - AV{a - x)' • 
Li 
it is easy to see that 
pa na 
/ K^.y) ^V{y) dy = / k[x,y) ^Vs[y) dy. 
Jo Jo 
So the original Fredholm equation (2.4) determines only the symmetric part of the 
perturbed potential. To recover a nonsymmetric potential, we can implicitly use two 
sets of spectra by extending the interval from (0, a) to (0, 2a) and symmetrizing 
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the potential V{x) and its perturbation /Sy{x) on the extended interval. With this 
extension the eigenvalue problems with nodal and anti-nodal can be considered as 
that with symmetric and asymmetric functions. In practice, we formally extend 
AV{x) onto the interval [0, 2a] as follows: 
( 
~ AV(x) X G f O , a 
AV{x) 二 � ) L 
AV{2a - x) X G [a, 2a. 
\ 
The corresponding eigenfunctions must be symmetric. 
In this case, the first order approximation formula becomes 
n2a 
Ac4 = / fl{^) AV^(x) dx 
Jo 
二 2 rf^,{x)AV{x)dx 
Jo 
wherv^ {fn} are normalized on [0, 2a], or ||/n||^2(o�) — !• 
Correspondingly the Fredholm equation (2.4) becomes now 
f : ^ m - E ^ rfl{y)my)dy 
^ C^n ^ CTn Jo 
n—1 Ti—l 
二 E ^ � m m y � d y 
t i ^- Jo 
Let 
�A " 2 
M - ^ ) - E - / n W (2.5) 
^ -^
and the kernel 
k{x,y) = 2 f 2 ^ ^ f n { y ) . (2.6) 
1 ^n 
n = l 
we can then rewrite the Fredholm integral equation as 
f^{oo)= [ k{x,y) AV{y) dy. (2.7) 
Jo 
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2.1.2 Output least squares method for ill-posed 
integral equations 
We see from the last section that the recovery of the perturbative potential involves 
solving the following integral problem of first kind 
|d{x) = f k{x,x') v{x') dx'. (2.8) 
人 
It is known that this integral problem is ill-posed in general, that is, one of the 
following three properties fails: (a) There exists at least one solution; (b) The 
solutions are unique; (c) The solutions depend on the given data |j,{x) continuously. 
Among the three properties, (c) is the most important one in practical applications. If 
；< 
(c) does not hold, the problem is called unstable with respect to the noisy data. This ：• 
‘. 
means small perturbation of /^(x) may cause tremendous changes in the solution V{x). 
But in practical applications, fi{x) is available only through some measured data, 
e.g. the spectra {o;^}, and the wave functions {fn} in our current case, �rhese data 
certainly have some measurement errors. If the problem is unstable, then the solutions 
obtained rnay be far away from the true solutions because of the measurement errors. 
To overcome the instability of the integral problem, we will apply the output least 
squares method combined with the Tikhonov regularization to transform the ill-posed 
problem into a nearby well-posed problem. The resulting well-posed problem can then 
be solved numerically and stably. To do so, we define an operator K : L^(0, a) ^ 
L^(0, a) as follows: 
Kv[x) — / A;(x, x') v[x') dx' for any x G [0, a . 
Jo 
Then we formulate the integral problem as the following minimization problem 
. G S ( M { l ' ^ ^ - "lli2(0,a) + a ll^lli^(0,a)} (2.9) 
where a > 0 is called a regularization parameter. We know that this minimization 
problem has a unique solution (cf. [19]). 
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We next describe the discretization of this continuous problem. To do so, we first 
divide the interval [0, a] into N subintervals by the uniformly distributed nodal points 
0 = Xo < X\ < . . . < XAT-l < OCN — Ci 
with Xn = nh, n 二 0，1, • . . , N and h — a/N. Using the trapezoidal rule on each 
subinterval, we have the following approximation 
N 广 
Kv[x) = ^ / k{x,x')v{x') dx' 
n=l J�-i 
/l N~Y h 
^ -k{x, Xo) Vo + h ^ k{x, Xn) Vn + -k{x, Xj^) VN, X G [0, a . 
^ 1 ^ n = l 
/ • » 
Hence 
- . '. 1 •  ‘ 
h N-1 ^ 
,‘ Kv{Xm) = ^k{Xm, Xo) Vo + h ^ k{Xm, OCn) Vn + -k{Xm, Xj^) Vj^ ‘ 
n=l 
• N-1 
三 hKmQ VQ + h ^ Kmn Vn + hKmN VN, 
n=l 
where 
_ j k{xm:Xn) for n 7^  0, N 
J^mn ~ • 
^k{xm,Xn) for n = 0, N \ “ 
Next we define the matrix K and the vectors v and fi by 
^ —  (^mn)m,n=0' ^ = (^ n)^ =Q: A 二 ("n)^0, 
with Vn — v{xn) and |j,ri = l^{^n)|h. Then we have 
{Kv[Xm))^^, 二 hkv 
Now from (2.9), 
N N 
l^^-f^Wh{0, a ) + « ll^ llL2(0, a) 二 hJ^i^^i^m) - f i { X m ) f ^ a h Y ^ { v { X m ) f 
m—0 n=0 
A ~r" 八 T~ 
—h{hKv — hfi) {hKv — hfi) + ahv v 
二 h3(K{) — fi)T(Kd — iri + d^hi)Td. 
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Therefore the discrete minimization problem is 
min \ h^(kv - aViKv - a) + av^v > , 
veR^+^ 1 J 
or we better use 
min < (Kv — a)^(Kv — a) + ah^v^v > u6M^ +i 1 J 
with a = a/h^. The discrete minimization problem is equivalent to the following 
linear system: 
k ^ k V + OL h^ V = k : i L (2.10) 
We remark that the regularization parameter a plays an important role in the 
output ieast squares method. If a is too large, the discrete problem (2.10) will not be 
a good approximation to the continuous problem (2.9), and so the recovered potential 
has no good accuracy. If a is too small, the discrete problem (2.10) is -close to the 
original ill-posed system (2.9) and so becomes more singular. One of the well-known 
principles for choosing a reasonable parameter a is based on the Morozov or damped 
Morozov discrepancy principle, we refer to the references [10, 14, 18, 19, 28, 34 . 
2.1.3 Numerical experiments 
In this section we demonstrate some numerical results for recovering the perturbative 
potential using the output least squares method discussed in the preceding section. 
Numerical results with zero global potential 
In the first few examples we assume that the global potential V{x) 二 0 in the KG 
equation (1.5) so that we can easily construct the spectra {ujn] and the corresponding 
wave functions {fn{^)} associated with the stationary K G equation (1.6) and homo-
geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions /n(0) = /几⑷= 0 . In fact, if the perturbative 
potential is symmetric with respect to the point x = a/2, then we can choose 
rnr „ . � [2 • n7TX 
^n ^ ——，Jn[x) = \ - Sin ——. 
a V a a 
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Obviously {f^} are symmetric with respect to the point x = a/2 and ||/n||L2(o,a) = 1. 
If the perturbative potential is anti-symmetric with respect to the point x = a/2, 
then we can extend the interval [0, a] to [0, 2a] and choose 
riTT „ ( � / T . n7TX 
A = i , frM = \ l - r ~ ^ 
corresponding to the eigenvalue problem: 
「 炉 1 
- ^ + ^(x) fn{x) = culfn{x), X G (0, 2a) 
/n(0) = 0 
, fn{2a) 二 0 
’ One sees that {/^(x)} is anti-symmetric in the interval [0, a] but is symmetric in 
the extended interval [0, 2a] and normalized in [0, 2a . 
We now show some numerical experiments on the proposed method mentioned in 
(2.8)-(2.10). Our problem is to solve for AV{y) from the Fredholm integral equation 
of the first kind 
咖）二 / k{x,y)AV{y) dy 
Jo 
where 
M A , ) 2 
Mx) = E - / n ( - ) 
n = l � 
and 
^ , ) = 2 f ^ M ^ , 
tt ^-
with {Acj^} and {fn} as our observed data. Unless otherwise specified, we take a — 1 
throughout and a^ will be always taken to be n^ in all experiments. 
In all the following examples, the interval [0, a] is discretized into N subintervals 
by the uniformly distributed nodal points 
0 = Xo < Xi < . • . < X j v - l < XjV = CL 
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with Xn = nh, n = 0,1, • • •，N and h 二 a!N. Also the first M items of the infinite 
series in both fj,{x) and k{x, y) are used. Tikhonov regularization is needed and we 
denote a as the Tikhonov regularization parameter. 
Define the discrete L^-norm of any function f as 
Wfh = \ h |^|/(xo)|2 + 緊 |/(x,)P + llf(xNW^ 
The relative error between the exact solution AV{x) and the computed AVh{x) in 
L^-norm is calculated by \\AVh — AV^||�|AV^||". 
Most parameters related in the algorithm are attached in each figure. We will il-
lustrate some examples by plotting both the exact solution AV{x) and the computed 
solution AVh{x) on the same figure for comparison, with the solid line denoting tbe 
exact solution AV{x) and the dotted line denoting the computed solution A i 4 ( a : ) . . 
In all the following examples, we see that there is always a range of the regulariza-
tion parameter a appearing in (2.9) or (2.10) which are adequate for stabilizing the 
calculation. Moreover, in all cases the recovered perturbative potential is essentially 
independent of the choice of the regularization parameter a within these ranges. 
Example 1. We take the perturbative potential as 
AT/(x) = sin(27nr). 
The numerical recovered AV{x) is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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1 1 1 i 1 1 r r r  
• 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 .6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X Fig. 1.1： N=40, M=40 , a = 10_8 
I .‘ ’， ’ ; . - ‘ _ 
Note that the exact solution AV{x) is very smooth in this example (see the 
..‘ . •：:入 、： . . 
solid line in Figure 1.1), the computed solution AVh{x) matches perfectJy with the 
.: - . • • ‘ • • • • 
' ‘ . ‘ - 、 
exact solution A y ( x ) , we observe the same results for the range of the regularization 
parameter a between 10_i2 and 10—;. 
, , 1 1 1 1 1 ！ 1  
• 
:j vv: 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X Fig. 1.2: N=10, M=10, a = 10_8 
Also we can choose N = 10, the reconstruction is very good except at the endpoint 
X = 1 (see Figure 1.2). For a G [10"^ ,^ 10—5], the L^ relative error is about 4.2 x 10—2. 
Similar result can be obtained when we use N = 6, see Figure 1.3. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
A ； 
j V/; 
0 0,1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 1.3： N=6, M=6，Q 二 10-8 
The reason for the reconstruction error is rnuch larger at the endpoirit x = 1 than 
at the interior points is that a small number of eigenvalues are usecl, and it is not 
enough to represent the v/hoie picture. 
Example 2. We take the perturbative potential as 
AV'(x) = I sin(27rx). 
The numerical recovered AV{x) is shown in Figure 2.1. 
ffl 
^ I \ t 1 1 y 1 1 1 1 , 
0 0.1 0 2 0.3 0,4 0 5 0.6 0.7 O.B 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 2.1: N=40, M=40, Q 二 4.2 x 10"® 
For practical interest, we remove one spectrum and its eigenfunction from {u^} 
and {/„(x)}, say oJ^  and /5 ( x ) , the numerical recovered results are given in Figure 2 . 2 
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and 2.3. Note that the results are still satisfactory (cf. the regularization parameter 
a in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.3). 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
• 
0^ I I t I V I I I I  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 C.8 0 ？ \ . • / . . 
• . . x 
’ • � 'Fig. 2.2: N=60, Mii.20, a = 1.7 x 10"^ 
1 1 1 1 ! -~1 1 T 1 1 j 
_ 
Qj t \ _ • _ I I X I I t I — 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 2.3: N=40, M=40, a : 10_7 
Example 3. We take the perturbative potential as 
• 
0, X G [0, 0 .2 ) ; 
AV{x) = 2 x - | , cc e [0.2, 0.7); 
- f x + f , X G [0.7, i ; . 
The numerical recovered A F ( x ) is shown Figure 3.1. With a G [10_n, 10"®], the 
Z/2 relative error is about 5.8 x 10"^. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
'C^: 
1 I I 1 I I I I I  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .9 1 
X 
Fig. 3.1: N=40，M=40, a = 10"® 
'•' • ..， 
The numerical recovered result are given in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, when one spec-
trum and its eigenfunction from {.a;„} and {/n(x)}, say u^ and /5 (x), is removed. 
The result is still plausible. 
1 ] ！ 1 1 1 T 1 1  
0 
I I 1 I I [ I , ,, , I I 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 3.2: N=60, M=60, a = 4.2 x IO-12 
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[Z1 
¢1 * * * * * 来来 / y 
I I I I I I I I , , , I  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .9 1 
X Fig. 3.3: N=40 , M : 4 0，a = 1.9 x 10-12 
Example 4. We take the perturbative potential as ': 
‘ 0 , xG [ 0 , i]; 
释叫 1, x G ( i I)； 
� 0 , X G [f, 1]. 
The numerical recovered AV{x) is shown below in Figure 4.1. 
1.21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
* * 
1 - 1 * * * 本本 * * % % % * * 本 * 車 * 束 j -
0.8 - -
0.6 - -
> “ “ 
< 
0.4 - -
0 .2 - -
⑷ * * * * * * * * * 来 * * * * * * * * ” 
_。2 I I I I I • I I I I  
“ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.1： N=40, M=40 , ot = 10_5 
With OL G [10—9, 10—4], the L^ relative error is about 1.6 x 10_i. The reason 
for such large L^ relative error is due to the discontinuities at the points x = | and 
^ 二 4' 
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For practical interest, we tried again to remove one spectrum and its eigenfunction 
from {cJn} and {/^(x)}, say cus and /5 (x). The numerical recovered results are given 
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Note that in this case, our algorithm is highly sensitive to the 
highly discontinuous perturbative potential function. 
1.2 ‘ ‘ I I I I I i i I I 
* * 
奈 * 来 * 
1 - [ * * * * -
* 来 * * 来 * * 来 * 
0.8 - -
0 .6 - -
S ,, w 
> 
0.4 - -
0 .2 - -
朱 * * * * 来 * _ 
丨 ，一冬 ^ 1 I * *~"^^ ^ 
* 来 来 * 
来 * 
-0.21 ‘ ^ ‘ ^ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.1 0.'A 0.3 . 0.4 C,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.2: N=40, M=40 , Q = 6.1 x 10一3 
1.2[ 1 1 1 ‘ 1 1 ！ 1 1  
* * * * * * 
* * * 来 
1 - I * * * * j -
来 * 来 * 奈 * 
* 来 * 来来* * *来 
0.8 - -
0 . 6 - -
"5? I “ “ 
0.4 _ -
0.2 - -
* * 来 * 来来来 来 
* 来 来 来 来 来 
CHi——# # 1 I * *——'f-
* * * * 
**来 **来 
_Q 2 I I I I I I I I I I  
‘ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.3: N : 6 0 , M=60, a = 2.6 x 10-3 
To see the affect ofthe parameters {cr^}, we have tried four different cases: a^ = 1, 
cFn = n, an = r^ 3/2 and o^ = n ,^ the corresponding numerical results are shown in 
Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. 
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1.2| 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1  
1 - j 1 -
0.8 - -
* 来 来 来 * * 来 奈 来 来 来 * * * * 来 * 来 • 
0.6 - -
2 
5 “ “ 
0.4 - -
来 * * 来 * * * 来 来 ¥ 来 来 * * 来 # 来 来 
0.2 - -
Oi( ^ ‘^  
_Q 2 I I I I I I I I I 
‘ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.4: N=40, M=40, cr^  = 1，a = 10—5 
1.2 ( I ‘ I ‘ ‘ ‘ » I I I I I 
1 • , ^ 来 冉 * * * 奈 * 来 ’ * - 奈 * * * # 來 埃 } -
,, *矛 * * 
0 . 8 -
‘： ； • 
0.6 - -




* * ^ 
Q ] [ 爭辛集 * * * 奈 米 I I——* * • 来 * 啬 * 奇 • U 
_ 0 2 ' I I I I I 1 1 1 1  
• 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.5： N=40, M=40, o"n = n, a = 10—5 
1.21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 - * * • * * % % % * % % % * * * * * • * 1 
0.8 - -
0.6 - -
f “ “ 
0.4 - -
0.2 - -
0) \ ‘本|_ T^ 难本 tt 来 1^ 系 jji I * m 奉事卓 * * )K )|[]. 
_02l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.6: N=40，M=40, cr^ = n " 2 , Q = io—5 
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1.2j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
来 * 
0.8 - -
0 .6 - -
> o '^  
< 
0.4 - -
0 . 2 - -
Qi I 本难 » 拿 % » *•» i ^ * » » t 車••»•*"> 卜 
* 来 
_0 2' ‘ 1 1 1 1 1 " 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.7: N=40 , M = 4 0 , an = n^, a = 10_5 
Iii principle, the solution should be independent of {a",J: in practice, the choice 
is restricted. One would need a^ �n P with p > 1 to ensure convergence, of the 
sums (2.5) and (2.6). However, if cr^  increases too rapidiy with n, one would lose 
information on the higher modes and hence the finer spatial structure. 
Example 5. We take the perturbative potential as 
2-x, X G [0, 0.2); 
AV(x) = l - x + 4x^, X e [0.2, 0.7): 
3, 工 G [0.7, 1 . 
V 
One can obtain similar results with a G [lO—i】，10—5], see Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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3 - 来*傘if »来車来車»本u 
2.5 - -
s ' ^ " " " ‘ ^ ^ / 
1 - Ur*"^*"*^^ ‘ 
0.5 - -
oJ( I I I I I 1 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 5.1： N=40, M=60, ct 二 10_8 
3.5j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
, . 3 -.: r-^"-*- * 睾 * 本 » * ^  * ^^ 
, 4 • ” 
• t •‘ 2 .5 - -
. ' ： ^ I 
来 
0.5 - -
Qj|( I I I I I I I I 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 5.2: N=40, M=40, a 二 10_8 
Numerical results with nonzero global potential 
We now try some cases with non-zero global potentials V[x) in the KG equation. As 
V{x) does not vanish, the eigenvalues {cj^} and their corresponding eigenfunctions 
{/n} cannot be found directly. Instead we have to solve the equations (1.6) numer-
ically. We use the standard Finite Element Method to solve the equation (1.6) for 
{cc；^} and {fn}- As we need two sets of spectra, we solve the equation (1.6) with the 
following two kinds of boundary conditions 
/n(0) = /n(a) = 0 and /n(0) = /;(a) = 0. 
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We first introduce the finite element method to be used. 
Finite Element Discretization 
Let the nonzero potential V{x) be known and consider the KG equation (1.6). Mul-
tiply both sides by any test function u G ^^(0, a) and then integrate over (0, a), we 
have 
—[f"{x)u{x) dx+ I V{x)f{x)u{x) dx = Lol [ f{x)u{x) dx 
Jo Jo Jo 
Apply integration by parts on the first integral, we obtain 
(/'(T)，u\x)) + {V{x)f{x), u{x)) — f{x)u{x)r,=《馳 u{x)), 
where we denote {f(x), g{x)) = f^' f{x)g{x) dx. Since u G i^(0, a), the last term :� 
011 the left-hand side vanishes, and hence the required variational formulation i s � 
UVh u'{x)) + {V{x)f{x), u{x))=Lolif{x), u{x)), Vu eH^{0, a) 
(2.11) 
The finite element method will be based on this weak formulation. 
We next discuss the construction of the finite element space V^. Let J^ ^ : 0 二 
XQ < Xi < . . . < XN — CL be a uniform partition of the interval [0, a], where Xi 二 
ih, h — a/N, i 二 0,1, • • • , N. Then we construct the basis functions of the finite 
element space V^. Usually we construct a basis function at each nodal point Xi such 
that its supporting set is as small as possible. 
Now consider the standard piecewise linear basis function ¢0(1), 0 i (x) , . . , , ^N {x) 
in the interval [0, a], where {4>i}^^^ are interior basis functions at the nodes {Tj}-^^^: 
f 
X^X{-X ^「 -
^ , 工 ^  \p^i—l 5 ^i, 
也 ( 4二 < ^ £ i i ^ , x e [ x , , x , + i ] forz = l，2，...， iV — l 
0, otherwise 
\ and 4>o and ¢^ are basis functions at the two endpoints x 二 XQ and XN respectively: • f 
〒 ， 2 ； G [x0,xi] x-XN-i，^ ^ [XJ^_1,XN' 
M^) = ， ^N{x)= . 
y 0, otherwise 0, otherwise 
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Now the finite element space can be chosen as 
V^ = span{^o,^i,... ,(^iv}. 
(A) Dirichlet boundary conditions: / ( 0 ) = / ( a ) = 0. 
Consider the standard piecewise linear basis functions ¢0(00), 4>i{x), • . . , 4>N{x) in the 
interval [0, a] as described above. Let f{x) be the linear combination of these basis 
functions, 
N N 
/ W = ^f{^j)M^) = ^fjM^)' 
j=0‘ , ‘ j=0 
… S i n c e J(xo) = /(0) 二 0 and f(xjv).：= f{o) = 0, we have / o 二 fn = 0. Hence/ 
. . . : . : , - N - l 
f{x) 二 [: fl^j(^)-
• . 7.二1 
•- : ！ <^  
.v - . 
Similarly, we can write 
N-l 
u{x) 二 y~^ Uj^j{x). 
J=1 
Now substitute f{x) and u{x) into the equation (2.11), we obtain the following 
algebraic system: 
Af + Bf = ulCf, 
where 
^ - ( ^ ) 5 " J i , 召 = 蝶 = \ , C = ( c ^ , / 二 碟 ？ 
with 
^ij =(你)，0;(工))， 
bij = {V{x)4>i{x), 4>j{x)), 
Cij 二（0“工 )，^ j { x ) ) . 
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To make the computation more efficient while keeping the same finite element 
accuracy, we compute the matrix B using the lumped-mass type approximation, 
namely its entries bij are calculated as follows: 
bij = / V{x) (j>i{x)^j{x) dx 
Jo 
^ / Uh[V{x) ^i(x)^j(x)] dx. 
Jo 
where n& is the standard finite element interpolant associated with V^. 
Detailed Calculation 
1. a ” = (0;, 0;) = J � V ; W � W dx 
(a) If i = j, then we have 
. ' ' • :,. .•••, 
ra rXi / I \ 2 |,Xi+i / ] \ 2 2 
dii = J ^'i{x)^Yxx) dx = J y--j dx + J |^--j dx = - . 
VI • . V 
(b) If |i — j | = 1, then we have 
fa � i / 1 \ / 1 \ 1 
ai,i-i = J^ 0K:r)0;_i(aO dx = J | ^ - j ( ^ - - J dx = - - , 
� r^i+^ / 1 \ / 1 \ 1 
%z+i=/ 0;(rr)(^+i(x)ob=/ - - - dx - - - . 
Jo Jxi \ ^J \^J “ 
(c) If \i — j\ > 1, then we have 
aij = 0. 
2. b^j 二 {V{x)^i{x), (fe(T)) = J^V{x)^i{x)^j{x) dx 
(a) If i = j, then we have 
bii = / V{x) ^i{x)4>i{x) dx 
Jo 
~ / Uh[V{x) ^i{x)^j{x)] dx 
Jo 
r^i r^i+i 
/ n/i[X^(o:)(^(j;)(^i(j;)]cb+Z Uh[V{x) ^i{x)^i{x)] dx 
J Xi-1 J Xi 
二 ^[0 + F(x,)] + ^[V(a:.) + 0] 
= h V{x,). 
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(b) If |i — j | 二 1, then we have 
k,i-i 二 [ V(r) ^i�x)h-i�x) dx 
Jo 
« / Uh[V{x) ¢^{x)¢i-l{x)] dx 
Jo 
fXi 
二 / Uh[V{x) ¢i{x)¢i-l{x)] dx 
^Xi-i 
= > + 0] 
= 0 , 
bi,i+i = / V{x) (j)i(x)^ij^i[x) dx 
Jo 
^ / ^h[V{x) ¢^{x)¢i+l{x)] dx 
Jo 
r^i+1 
二 / ； . Uh[V{x) cpi{x)4H+i{x)] dx 
Jxi ‘ 
二 ^ [ 0 + 0] 2 L 
= 0 . 
(c) If 1¾ — j\ > 1, then we have 
bij = 0. 
3. c”- 二 {¢^{x), ^j{x)) = f^^i{x)^j{x) dx 
Note that Cij can be found easily by applying V{x) 二 1 in the calculation of bij, 
( 
h if i = j 
Cij — • 
0 otherwise 
V 
(B) Mixed boundary conditions: / ( 0 ) = / ' ( a ) = 0. 
Since f(xo)==f(0)=0, we have /• 二 0. Hence we can write 
N N 
/ w ^^fj^j{^), u(x) = j2^j^j(^)-
_7=1 j=l 
Now substituting f{x) and u{x) above into the equation (2.11), we derive the algebraic 
system 
Af + Bf = cvlCf, 
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where 
A = K)G=i, 5二赋=1, c = ( c ^ i , f = { f , ) l , 
with 
CHj 二⑷⑷，於；⑷)， 
bij = {V{x)¢i{x), dj{x)), 
Cij = (0“工)，0jW)-
Detailed Calculation 
Note the calculation is similar to the ones in the previous section. The main difference 
is that we have to consider the basis function ^N{^) as well. 
1. aij = 0 ^，¢ ' , ) 二 JoV;Qr)(^(x) dx. � 
(a) If i 二 j , where i — 1, 2 , . . • , N — 1, we have au — | . 
If i = j —- N, we have 
/ a r^N /1 \ 2 1 
^'-{x)^[{x) dx = / - doc 二 I. 
. Jxjv-1 V ^ / ^ 
(b) If 1¾ — j\ = 1, then we have o^j 二 —是. 
(c) If \i — j\ > 1, then we have a^ = 0. 
2. bi] 二 {V{x)^i{x), ^j{x)) /o"V(3:)0i(a:)0j(aO dx 
(a) If i = j，where i = 1, 2, • . . , N — 1, we have bu = hV{xi). 
If i 二 j = N，we have 
bii = / V{x) 0i(a:)(^i(x) dx 
Jo 
~ / Uh[V{x) (f>i{x)^i{x)] dx 
Jo 
r^N 
二 / Uh[V{x) ^N{oo)4>N{x)] dx 
JxN-l 
二 J [ o + n ^ i v ) ] 
= ^ V M . 
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(b) If i + j, then we have bij = 0. 
3. Cjj = {^i{x), (pj{x)) 二 /o"0j(x)0j(T) dx 
Note that C{j can be found easily by applying V{x) — 1 in calculating bij, 
(a) If i = j, where i = 1, 2，... , N — 1, we have cu 二 h. 
(b) If i — j — N, we ha.ve Cij = | . 
(c) If i + j, then we have c"- 二 0. 
Notes: 
1. C~^ can be easily solved since C is a diagonal matrix. 
2. 0;¾ is the eigenvalues of the matrix C"^ {A + B) and f be the comspor]ding 
eigenvector. 
3. Remember to normalize f such that \\f\\h - ^： i.e. normalize f to be :;^jy^---
where we use the discrete L^-norrn for /: . 
f i n 1 1 
ll/IU = A h^^-lU{xoW - E l^(^^)l' + 2^M'-^^)l'j 
In the following we take the global potential V{x) as 
V{x) = {x-2a)^. 
As one will see, even though this global potential does not vanish at both endpoints of 
the interval [0, a], our numerically recovered results appear to be still very satisfactory. 
Example 6. We take the perturbative potential as 
/ 
0, X G [0, 0.2); 
A F ( x ) 二 2 x - | , X G [0.2, 0.7); 
^“工 I 3， 00� 0 • 7 ^  1 • 
The numerically recovered AV is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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1 1 1 1 1 T 1 ！ 1  
B 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 6.1： N==20, M=40 , a = 10-8 
. '"'.. - - -
Actually, we can get the similar reeonstruction for a G [10—12,10—3] see Figures 
6.2 and 6.3. 
, , [ 1 1——1 1 1 1  
‘ 「 . . 。 A . 
： / \ : 
" ^ \ 
Oas~~*~~*~~#~* ^^  
I I I i J I I I I  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 6.2: N=20, M=20, a = 10_8 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
'LA 
I t I I t 1 I I I 
0 0.1 0.2- 0 .3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .9 1 
X 
Fig. 6-3: N=40, M=40, a = 10-8 
- ' ' ‘ ‘. . 
Example 7 . We take the perturbative potential as V 
2 - x , X G [0, 0.2); 
A F ( x ) = l - x + 4x2, X G [0.2, 0.7); 
3, X G [0.7, 1 . 
v 
The numerically recovered AV are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. 
3.5| 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
3 - ^ * * * * * * * * * * * Ji-
2.5 - -
• 2 ) y -
1 . 5 . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
1 - u^^ *^ ^ -
0.5 - -
o i I I I I 1 1 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X Fig. 7.1: N=40, M=40, a 二 10"® 
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3.5丨 I I ~I 1 1 1 1 T 1  
2.5 - -
i ^ ^ / -
1.5 - J ^ -
1 - i^ ^^ "^ -"^  -
0.5 - -
0 ^ I I I I I I I I 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0 .6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 7.2: N=40, M=60 , a = 10_8 
Exampie 8. We take the perturbative potential as , ‘ ： . ' 
AV"(T)=sin(27nr). 
The numerically recovered AV are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
' Q j 
I I I I 1 I I I I  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 8.1: N=40, M=40, a = 10-12 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i  
-:K\ ; 
I \J.、 
I 1 I I 1 I I I 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 8.2： N=40, M=40 , a = 10-8 
For this smooth potential, we can still get the satisfactory result with very few 
grid points, see Figure 8.3 with N = 10. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
:KA : 
I ..\J.、 
I 1 I I I I 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 8.3: N=10, M = 6 , a = 10_8 
2.2 Total inversion 
In this section, we investigate the global potential inversion using an iterative ap-
proach combined with the output least squares method. 
Our aim is to recover the global potential V(x) in the KG equation (1.6) as-
suming that two sets of spectra {c^n,i} and {iOn,2} are available, but note that the 
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corresponding eigenfunctions {/n,i} and {/n，2} are unknown. They satisfy 
� <92 1 
- ^ + m fnA^)=U:l,fnA^) (2.12) 
with the boundary conditions for {/n，i}: 
/n,l(0) = 0, fn,l(a)=0 
and the boundary conditions for {/几，之}: 
/n,2(0) = 0, f:,2(a) = 0. 
In our numerical experiments, we solve the equation (2.12) by the standard finite 
element method for {un} and {/„}, see "Numerical results with nonzero global po-
tential" in section 2.1.3. The following iterative algorithm was proposed in Sun, 
Young and Zou [41 . 
Iterative Algorithm. Given two sets of spectra { � i } ^ i and {w ,2):^i, set the 
initial global potential Vo{x)三 0 and the index k for the number of iterations to be 
0. 
1. Solve (2.12) with V{x) replaced by Vk{x) for {cj^ -(A:)} and { f n , i } (use the 
mesh size h < 击).N o r m a l i z e fn,i such that ||/n,i|ll2(o，a) 二 I. Compute 
^^l,i 二 ^n,z — 4 ， # ) for n = 1, 2 , . . . , M , and 
M A 2 M A 2 
M x ) ^ 5 : ^ / . % ( . ) + E ^ / . > ) 
1 ^n 1 ^n n=l n = l 
and 
M . M 
K{x,x') 二 2 ^ - fl,{x) fl,{x') + 2 ^ 一 fl,{x) fl,{x'). 
n=l � n = l an 
Solve for AVk{x) by the output least squares method: 
" � = [K { x , x ' ) AVk{x') dx'. 
Jo 
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2. If ||AVfc(x)||^2(o, a) ~ Y^/iX]^(AVfc(xi))2 < tolerance, STOP; otherwise compute 
Vk+i{x) = Vk{x)^AVk{x), and output Vk+i{x) as the recovered global potential. 
Set k :=A: + 1, G O T O step 1. 
Unless otherwise specified, the parameters o^ and the tolerance in all the following 
numerical results shown are taken to be n? and lO_2 respectively. 
Example 1. The global potential to be identified is 
V{x) 二 sin(27Tx) 
In the following plot, the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the 
I. .. ： ‘ » . ^ • ’ • 
first iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential, of the second 
• _ '‘ ； , : . . : : . 
iteration, see Figure 1.1. 
, 1 r ~ 1 T 1 1 r 1  
f\ 
::\J_、 
I I I I I I 1 I 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .9 1 
X 
Fig. 1.1: N=40, M=40 , a = 10—4，2 iterations 
Note that we can still get very satisfactory results even with mesh size h = |, 
see Figure 1.2. Note that the circles denote the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential of the fourth iteration. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1  
1 - ^ ^ ^ -
0.8 - 广 \ -
A / 
-0.8 - \g %/ -
-1 - ’ V _ 7 -
I I I I 1 1 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 1.2: N = 6 , M = 6 , a = 10—4，4 iterations 
‘ ' • , 
Now we try to scale V{x) = sin(27rx) by a factor oflO, i.e. V{x) = 10sin(27rx) and 
find out what we can recover, see Figure 1.3 for the reconstruction. Here, the circles 
denote the recovered global potential of the first iteration, while the stars denote the 
recovered global potential of the third iteration. Since a factor of 10 is scaled, more 
number of iterations is needed to recover the global potential function V{x), but the 
result is satisfactory. 




_ 1 5 l I I I 1 I I I I t  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X Fig. 1.3: N=40, M=40 , a = 10—4，3 iterations 
Example 2. The global potential to be identified is 
V{x) = I sin(27Tx) 
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In Figure 2.1, the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential of the second iteration. 
1 . 2 j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
_Q 2 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 1  
• 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.A 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X -
‘ ‘ . - ‘. 
F i g . 2 . 1 : N : 4 0 , M � 4 0 ， c v = 10—4，2iterations 
, - • • 
Example 3. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
0, X G [0, 0.2) ; 
V{x) = 2 x - | , cc e [0.2, 0.7); 
"^ 3/ I 3 , 工 ^  0 • 7 ^  1 • 
In Figure 3.1, the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential of the second iteration. 
I I I I I I I I I 
• 
o ( . » » g g g 9 g y 5? 
I I I I 1 I 1 1 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 3.1: N=40 , M = 4 0 , a = 10-4，2 iterations 
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Example 4. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
2 - x , X G [0, 0.2) ; 
V{x) = l - x + 4a;2, X G [0.2, 0.7); 
3, X G [0.7, 1 . 
V 
In Figure 4.1，the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential of the second iteration. 
3.5| i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
3 - S a a 6 f t g > » » » * » ^ . 
2 .5 - -
^ S^"^^^^^L$_^ ^ ^ ‘ 
> J f ^ 
i.r,: v ^ -
1- U ^ z -
0.5 - -
o l I I 1 1 1 1 1 i 1  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X 
Fig. 4.1: N=40, M=40, a = 10_^, 2 iterations 
This example indicates that our numerical method works still very effectively for 
the highly discontinuous potentials. 
Example 5. The global potential to be identified is 
V{x) = 2x + sin(47nr) 
In Figure 5.1, the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential ofthe second iteration. 
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2.5[ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
::f\f\」_. 
-0 .5 " 1 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .9 1 
X 
Fig. 5.1： N=40, M=40 , a = 10—4，2 iterations 
Example 6. The global potential to be identified is ': 
Y ' - _ 
|x, X G [0, 0.4); 
V{x) = l - s i n f ( 5 x - 2 ) , x G [0.4, 1.2); 
- | x + 4, X G [1.2, 1.6 . 
In Figure 6.1, the circle line denotes the recovered global potential of the first 
iteration, while the stars denote the recovered global potential of the second iteration. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
_ 
I 1 I 1 I I I  
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 
X 
Fig. 6.1: N=40, M=40 , a 二 10-4，2 iterations 
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2.3 Summary 
The algorithm discussed in this chapter on both recovering perturbative potentials 
and global potentials seems effective and stable, no much difference between smooth 
potentials and highly discontinuous potentials. 
As one can see, the main cost of our algorithm goes to the calculation of the 
eigenvalues. Finite Element Method is used to solve the relevant eigenvalue problem 
and in order to evaluate accurate eigenvalues, large N is inevitably involved. If this 
difficulty can be solved effectively, the method seems very promising. 
Some effective method, such as QR factorization, can be used to solve for the 
eigenvalues if the matrix has the specified structure. Also, fast and more accurate. 
algorithm written in F O R T R A N can be applied to compute the eigenvalues nowadays, 
see [2 . 
Chapter 3 
Reconstruction Method II 
In the last chapter, we have discussed a regularization method for the potential recon-
struction, which works very effectively and stably. In this chapter v;e wili introduce 
another potential reconstruction algorithm. The main content comes from the work 
of Riindell and Sacks [37]. This approach is to first translate the observed spectra into 
a set of Cauchy data for a certain hyperbolic equation. Then the resulting overposed 
boundary value problem can be solved by an iterative method for the potential func-
tion q{x). Note that the potential function will be denoted as q{x) in this chapter, 
instead of V{x). 
Recall the classical inverse Sturm-Liouville problem (see section 1.3) consists of 
recovering the real potential function q{x) from 
-y"(a:) + q{x)y{x) = Xy{x), x G [0, 1: 
趟 - h y{0) = 0, 
2^1) + i / y ( l )=0 , 
and a knowledge of spectra data, where h and H are two different real numbers. 
46 
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3.1 Computation of q 
Consider the two-spectrum case, with h = H = 00 and H — 0，i.e. the two-spectrum 
corresponds to the following two boundary conditions: 
y(0) 二 y{l) = 0 and y{0) = y'(l) = 0. 
Let the corresponding eigenvalues be {Xj} and {fj,j} respectively, and recall the 
asymptotic forms (See Appendix C) for the two sequences 
Xj 二 （jTT)2+ / q{s) ds + CLj， 
Jo 
(( 1\ \2 rl 
H 二 j - 0 兀 + / ^(5) ds + hj, (3.1) 
\\ ^J / 0^ 
‘ ：‘ ， ‘‘ .r. » 
where the sequences {aj} and {bj} belong to P. > 
Since we have only a finite number of pieces of spectral data instead of a complete 
set of spectral data, it is necessary to rnake some assumptions about the missing data. :. - '..—’ 
Consider the case, for example, of Dirichlet eigenvalues Xj. From the asymptotic 
form, we see that in the absence of any further information, a reasonable approxima-
tion is that 
Aj 二 (j7T)2 + f q{s) ds for j > N. 
Jo 
Note that the smoother q{x) is, the faster the sequence {a.j} will decay and the 
more accurate this approximation is. However, we do not know q ^= f^ q(s) ds and 
we already know that for any g(x), there exists q{x) which shares the same q and the 
finite number of spectral data in common with q{x) (cf. Remark 1.1 in Chapter 1). 
Suppose that we have N eigenvalues Ai < X2 < • • • < XN- Recall that 
Xj 二 0V)2 + g + aj, 
Q = Xj — U^f - aj, 
Hence the most straightforward approximation for q would be 
q = Xr,-{N7rf. 
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For the two-spectrum case, we get one estimate from each spectrum and the average 
of two would be used. Once we obtain 夺，w e work with the modified data obtained 
by subtracting q from the given eigenvalues. We will thus reconstruct q{x) — q, and 
then add the mean back at the end. Hence, without loss of generality, we can always 
assume q = 0. 
3.2 Computation of the Cauchy data 
From the fundamental paper of Gel'fand and Levitan [9], we know that for given 
q G L2(0,1), 3K{x,t) = K{x,t;q) defined on the triangle 0 < … < x < 1 (cf. Fig. 
1) with the following properties. 
. t 
1 y | t : : X 
令 ’ 
-1 ^ t = -X 
Figure 1: Triangle domain we are interested: 0 < |t| < x < 1. 
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First if (/)(x; A) solves the initial value problem 
0 � + (A 一 q(x))^ 二 0, (3.2) 
0(O;A) = O, 0'(O;A) = 1, (3.2，） 
then we have 
Lemma 3.1 The solution of (3.2)-(3.2') can he written as 
, � sin v ^ x � … � s i n V ^ , 
Hx;X) = ^ + y � K { x , t ) - ^ ^ dt, (3.3) 
where K is the solution of the characteristic boundary value problem: 
Ktt - K.. + q{x)K = 0, 0 < � < x < 1 (3.4) . 
K ( : r，±T ) = ± | / q{s) ds, 0 < X < 1. (3.5) 
2 Jo 
Note that the condition on the lower characteristic {t ~ —x} could be replaced by 
K{x, 0) = 0. 
Proof. We shall suppose that there exists the function K{x^ t){t < x) having 
continuous partial derivatives of first and second order, and such that (3.3) holds, 
,, �\ sin y ^ x 广 ” , �s i n ^pkt , 
0(^ ;A) 二 - ^ ^ + y � K [ ^ x . i ) - - ^ dt 
We shall explain what conditions K{x, t) must satisfy in order that (/>(x; A) be a 
solution of (3.2). 
Differentiate (3.3) twice with respect to cc, we have 
0'(x; A) = cos V A x + 厂 ^ M ^ dt + X(., X) ？ ^ 
Jo 彻 V A V A 
and 
r{x;X) = - ^ / X s i n •+仇S工，工 ) g ^ ^ ^ ^ + i r ( x , x ) cos^Ax 
dx vA 
r d^K{x,t) sin y^t dK{x,t) smy/Xx 
+ y � " ^ 71"壯 + " ^ ^ , = r ^ j r (3-6) 
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Now consider the expression 
�广 … ,sin y/Xt , 
A / K{x,t)•"“^ dt 
Jo V A 
= 一 ^K{x,t) cosAAt|g - [ cos\/At 服 ” ) d t j 
V Jo dt J 
=-K{x,x) cos V^x + i ^ ( x , 0 ) + r ^ ^ ( 4 ) ( i(sinV^) 
,Jo dt VVA/ 
1 「 3K(cc t) ^ � g^K -
= - K [ x , x) cos VXx + K{x, 0) + ^  sinV^Z ——^•— — / sin VXt -^^ dt 
V A L 沉 0 Jo 沉 _ 
r,/ 、 /V r,/ n� dK{x,t) sili^X 1 广 . / ^ ^ d^K . 
= - K { x , x) cos VXx 4- K{x, 0) H ^ ^ ~~y= ？ sin VXt - ^ dt 
dt h V A V A Jo dt 
, Substitute this expression and (3.6) in (3.3), we obtain after reduction 
dK{x,-x) sinxAx f ld'K{x,t) d'K{x,t) _ ] sin^At 
~~^:~w~+L L ^ ^ — — T — @ — _ . ) 、，）J^ 7r :: 
+ 「 牲 : 立 + _ 叫 ” , . . f s i ^ ) 1 ? ! ^ + 帥，0)二0, 
_ 8工 dt J 七二工 \ VX / VA 
that is 
/ : F S ^ - ^ ^ - ~ ] # t ‘ 
(dK(x, x) \ sin y/J^x … … 八 
+ 2 \ ) — q ^ “ 7 T " + K{x, 0) = 0. 
V dx / v A 
In view of the uniqueness of the representation of a function as a Fourier-Stieltjes 
integral, there follows from the last equation the following partial differential equa-
tion: 
d^K d'K 
^ - ^ - q { x ) K { x ^ t ) = 0 
and the boundary conditions 
^ dK(x, x) , � 
2 ~~t^ = 咖 
K{x, 0) = 0 
The case for K{x, t) with t > —x is similar and hence omitted. • 
We remark that a very important point for the success of the considered recon-
struction method of this chapter is that K{x^ t) does not depend on A. 
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3.2.1 Recovery of Cauchy data for K 
The first step in our reconstruction procedure is to use the given spectral data 
to determine Cauchy data for K on the line x 二 1，i.e. the pair of functions 
{K{1, t), i^x(l, ^)} for —1 < t < 1. Since they are both odd functions of t, we 
only need to consider 0 < t < 1. 
Evaluate (3.3) with A = Xj and x 二 1 to get 
/ K{l, t) sm{^/X~jt) dt = - sin y ^ . 
Jo 
Next differentiate both sides of (3.3) with respect to x and evaluate at A = /i^  
and X = 1 to obtain 
(.1^(1, t) s i n ( ^ ^ ) dt - -y^Tj c o s �J]r�—去 sin 讽 j�q{s) ds. , 
. 
.<. .‘ I 
From the asymptotic forms of {A^} and { / � } , we may clearly obtain /^ ' q{s) ds 
from either sequence, and hence unique recovery of the Cauchy data for K follows 
immediately from the completeness property. 
Lemma 3.2 (See Appendix D) The sequences {sin y^jt} and {sin^yj[ZJf} are com-
plete in L^(0,1). 
3.2.2 Numerical implementation for computation of the 
Cauchy data 
According to our previous discussions, the Cauchy data for K are uniquely determined 
by systems of equations of the form 
/ f{t) sin y/X~jt dt = aj j = 1,2, • • • 
Jo 
To approximate f using N such equations, we let {uk}k^i be a set of basis func-
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Then the coefficients / 二（/i, /2, • . . , /iv) can be computed from 
Af = a , (3.7) 
where a = (ai , «2, . . • , a^) and A is an N x N matrix with entries 
Qjk = / Uk{t) sin y/^t dt. 
Jo 
For certain choices of basis functions {uk} it is not hard to verify that the matrix 
A is always nonsingular. For either of these choices of basis, the matrix A tends to 
be strongly diagonally dominant with a condition number very close to 1. 
3.3 Recovery of q from Cauchy data i 
• ‘ • ‘ ‘ 
. ‘ 
Equation (3.4) and (3.5) together with the Cauchy data for K on the line x ^ 1 rr1a3, ' 
. _ : '.. 
be regarded as an overposeci boundary value problem for K, which we expect may 
be used to determine q{x) uniquely [42]. 
It is also possible to regard q{x) as the solution of a certain integral equation. 
From the usual d'Alembert solution formula for the inhomogeneous wave equation 
subject to the Cauchy data, namely {i^(l, t),Kx{l, t)}, on the line x — 1, 
1 1 产—1 
K{x,x) = - [ K ( l , 2 x - l ) + i^ ( l , l ) ] + - j^ K,{l,s) ds 
1 厂1 r2x-y 
-2 J J q[y)K[y,s)dsdy, 
see Appendix E for detailed calculations. 
Differentiate with respect to x and using (3.5) gives 
d 广1 r^^-y 
q{x) = 2[Kt{l, 2x - 1) + K , ( 1 , 2x - 1)] - — J J q{y)K{y,s) dsdy 
/_ 1 d 产—y 
^ J q{y)K{y,s) dsdy 
n2x-x -
—/ q{x)K{x, s) ds 
J X . 
=2[Kt{l, 2x - 1) + X , ( 1 , 2x - 1)] - 2 f q[y)K[y,2x-y)dy. 
J X 
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Note that the equation above is nonlinear since K 二 iiT(o;, t; q). 
Now, we set 
G i W = Kt(l,t;q), 
仏 ⑴ 二 K^t;g), 
G(t) = 2lG1(2t-l) + G2(2t-iy. 
Hence we have 
q(x) = G(x) - 2 f q{y)K{y, 2x - y) dy. (3.8) 
J X 
3.4 Iterative pi^ocedtoe 
• . 
We next introduce an"iterative method for solving the integral equation (3.8). The 
！ 
major material of this section comes from [37] and [38], but we provide much more ’ 
detailed information on all steps. 
For a given q{x), let u 二 u(x, t] q) be the solution of the following problem: 
• 
utt - y^xx + q{x)u = 0 0 < \t\ < X < 1 
< u(l,t) = K(l,t) -1 < t < 1 (3.9) 
� u,{l,t) = K,{l,t) - l < t < l . 
Given an initial guess qo and then find {qn)^=i using 
qn+i{oc) = G{x) — 2 f qn{y)u{y, 2x - y] Qn) dy. (3.10) 
J X 
Note that this method requires the solution of a boundary value problem for 
equation (3.4) at each step of the iteration process. Note, however, that if we make 
the reasonable choice qo 二 0, then the method clearly produces qi{x) = G{x), with 
no solution of (3.4) being necessary. 
Carrying out the iterative algorithm (3.10) is completely straightforward, once 
one has a numerical method for approximation of the wave field function u{x, t; q). 
Also very rapid convergence was usually obtained. 
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Now we return to the proofs about uniqueness and convergence of the successive 
approximation method. We give only an outline included in [38 . 
Let us assume that the left boundary condition is Dirichlet {h = oo), and the 
Cauchy data {K{l,t), K^；(!, t)} has been constructed from the spectral data in one 
of its forms, in the manner discussed earlier. Recall that the function q is a fixed 
point of the mapping 
q^T{q)=^2^u{x,t;q). 
Theorem 3.1 The mapping T has at most one fixed point in L°°(0,1). 
Proof. For a fixed M > 0, define 
( ; � .. 丨 . �, . 
CM = {q e l r ( 0 , 1 ) : |^(x)| < M a.e.}. 
Let PM denote the operator of projection onto CM, ‘ 
f h(x), if|h(x)|<M, 
FMh(x)= 
‘ ± M , if 士 h(cc) > M. 
V 
Suppose q and q are fixed points of T, and choose M so that |g|, \q\ < M. Thus, q 
and q are also fixed points of PuT, and we are done if we show that q — PuT is a 
contraction on C V in the weighted norm 
\\q\\l=^ fq\x) e2A(T-i) dx 
Jo 
for some sufficiently large A. 
We clearly have 
WPMT{q) - PMTmix < WT{q) — T^)IU. 
and using (3.10)，we get 
T{q){x)-T{q){x) = 2 [ {q{y)-q{y))u{y,2x-y;q) dy 
J X 
+ 2 / q{y)[u{y, 2x - y; q) - u{y, 2x - y;州 dy. 
J X 
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By introducing the Riemann function for Lu 二 Uxx _ Utt + q{^)u, the second term on 
the right may be rewritten in the form 
[Q{^.y){q{y)-q{y))办， 
J X 
with a bounded kernel Q depending on q and q. We see, therefore, that 
| T ( d - T @ ) | S C ' � \ q � y � ) - m \ d y , 
J X 
and so by a standard calculation it follows that 
\\T{q)-T[q)\\x<^\\q-q\W 
Thus, by choosing A sufficiently large, we obtain the necessary contracting property 
of P u T . • 
T h e o r e m 3.2 Let q G L'^(0,1) be the solution of the inverse spectral problem and ： 
choose M > ||o'||Loo.- Pick qo .e L°°(0,1) and for n > 0 define Qn+i = PM^J^Qn- Then 
Qn ~> q uniformly on [0,1 . 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that Qn ~> q in L^(0,1). To 
obtain the uniform convergence, we observe that since the sequence {qn) is uniformly 
bounded, the corresponding solutions u{-, •； qn) are uniformly bounded in H^i’°° (see 
38, Lemma 4.1]). From (3.8) and (3.10) it follows that the sequence {T{qn)-q] is an 
equicontinuous family, and so the {qn — q} are equicontinuous. By the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem, the uniform convergence follows. • 
Numerical algorithm for solving the hyperbolic equation (3.9) 
We would like to solve for u 二 u[x, t] q) from (3.9). The idea is to transform the 
second order partial differential equation to a first order system, and then use the 
characteristic finite difference scheme. 
We first rewrite (3.9) into an equivalent first order system. Let a{x) satisfy the 
equation 
a'{x) 二 a^{x) 一 g(x) 0 < x < 1. 
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For computational purposes we will regard the anti-derivative r{x) as given, where 
r{x) = / q{s) ds 
Jo 
and we compute a{x) from 
a = p - r where P'{x) = {f3{x) - r{x)f and f3{l) - 0. 
Now let 
u：, + au + Ut J Ua： + OLU - Ut /9 11� 
2：! = ^ and Z2 = ^ ， (3.11) 
we find that z 二 (2：1,勿)is a solution of the hyperbolic system 
产 "H |— «1 p> ^ 「 ^ 「 ^% 
/ 1 二 1 0 � 1 + 0 - a , 1 ( 3 1 2 ) : 
• Z2 0 - 1 Z2 a 0 2：2 
雄 J t L � L �X L wJ L � 
and conversely if z satisfies (3.12), a solution of (3.9) can be recovered. 
Numerical algorithm for solving Zi{x,t) and Z2{x,t) 
Note that the side conditions in (3.9) become 
,1 . K,{l^t) + a{l)K{l,t) + Kt{l,t) 
zi(M) 二 71 , 
K,{l,t) + a{l)K{l,t)-Kt{l,t) 
^(M) 二 71 ， 
where Kt{l, t) can be found by using the finite difference method on K{l,t). 
To compute a discrete approximation to z{x,t), we represent z by its values at 
the grid points {x,t) 二 (jAx,[j-2(N-m)]Ax), where j = N-l,N-2,.-. ,N-m 
and m = 1, 2, • . . , N, i.e. the point of intersection of the characteristics 
t 二 X - 2{N - m)Ax, 
t 二 一2； + [2j - 2{N - m)]Ax. 
Here we assume that the mesh sizes for both x and t are equal, denoted by Ax. 
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t 
\ / < ^ ¾ / t � � � N - m ) � x 
« ^ ^ 
^ A > 0 \ �t - -X + [2j — {N — m.)]Ax .，： 
Figure 2： Two orthogonal characteristic lines. 
We denote z],^ to be z ( j A x , [j — 2{N — m)]Ax). Now for the given conditions on 
u{x, t), we have 
z � ^ 二 zAN/\xA—N + 2m)/\x) 
二 z i ( l , ( - i V + 2m)A:r) 
—w“l, {-N + 2m)Ax) + o:(l)^(l. ( - i V + 2m)Ax) + ^^(1, ( - i V + 2m)Ax) = -
_ K’^ + gNKN,^ + K[^ 
= 71 • 
Similarly for z^'^, we have 
N,m — K ， + gNKN,m — R^^^n 
' ' = 7 i ， 
where m = 0,1, 2 , . . . , N. 
Now consider the first equation in (3.12), 
dzi dzi 
i = S — az2， （3.12a) 
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and by definition, 
z f - i ' m = zi{{N - l)Ax, [(7V - 1) - 2{N - m)]Ax) 
= Z i { { N - l)Ax, {-N + 2m - l)Ax). 
Hence we have 
(.Nrn-i — ^i{{N - l)Ax, {-N + 2m - l)Ax) — Zi{NAx, {-N + 2m — 2)Ax) 
( 4 ’ = i v i A ^ 
^N-l,m _ ^N,m-l 
= — ^ ^ along the characteristic line t = —x + constant. 
-V2Ax .. 
Substituting back to (3.12a), we get 
N-l,m N,m-1 
^ ~ ^ ^ ^ f - = ⑷ ， — a V ， m - i ， 
-V2Aa; \ 
rearrange the terms, 
z f - i , m 二 � ’ - - l - ^ / 5 z l 4 z l ) ， m - l + ^ A 2 A . T a � f爪— l 
^ z f , - i + ^ / ^ A W ^ z f ' " - i . 
In general, we have 
� m 二 zj.+l，m-l + 力么紐州2‘+1，爪-1 I (3.13) 
where m = 1, 2 , . . . , N and j = N — 1, N — 2，. •. , N - m. 
Now consider the second equation in (3.12), 
dZ2 dz2 I ,qiqV^� 
i = — ^ +。〜 （3.12b) 
and by definition, 
4 " - 1 ， 爪 二 Z 2 ( ( A ^ _ l ) A : z U ( ^ ^ _ l ) _ 2 ( i V _ m ) ] A : r ) 
= z 2 { { N - l)Ax, {-N + 2m - l)Ax). 
Hence we have 
( � N m — Z2{{N - l ) A x , {-N + 2m - l)A:L-) - z2{NAx, {-N + 2m)Ax) 
⑷ 力 ， = : ¾ ^ 
^N-l,m _ ^A/",m 
= — —~~-——alonff the characteristic line t = x + constant. 
-V2Ax 
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Substituting back to (3.12b), we get 
N-l,m — N,m 
^ " ^ ^ ^ = - ( 4 一 + 〜 ： 
-v2Ax 
rearrange the terms, 
4^-1，- 二 ^f ' - + V2Ax(^2)^" - V2Axa^zf'^ 
3 Z2^ '^ - V 2 A x a ^ , ^ f ' ^ . 
ln general, we have 
4爪 二 Z)2+1'" 一 V^ATor^ .+izf+i，」 (3.14) 
where m 二 1，2, • . . , N and j ：： N - 1, N - 2, •. ‘ , N — m. Now we can apply (3.13) 
and (3.14) to calculate all the values of zi{x, t) and Zo{x, t). 
Numerical algorithm for solving u(x,t) 
After finding all the grid values of both Zi{x,t) and Z2{x,t), we next have to find 
the grid values of u{x,t), which will be used in (3.10) for iterative procedure. Recall 
Taylor's expansion on u(x, t) at the point (x, t) 
u{x — Ax, t) ^ u(x, t) — A x u^, t). (3.15) 
Also from (3.11) we can easily see that 
, , . I ( 、 ( .X Zi[x,t)^-Z2{x,t) 
Ux[x, t) + a{x)u{x, t) = ^  
U^{x^t) = -a{x)u{x,t) + 4 ^ Z ) J ^ * f ) . (3.16) 
Divide the interval [0, 1] into N uniform subintervals 
0 = X o < xi < X2 < ... < x^ 二 a 
where Xi = ih with h 二 去.Note that u{l,t) = K{l,t) and u“l,t) 二 K^^(l,t) are 
known values. We have the following algorithm by applying both (3.15) and (3.16) 
iteratively. Below is the pseudo-code for numerical implementation: 
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G i v e n u ( x N , t ) a n d Ux(xN, t), 
for k = N to 1 step — 1 
u(Xk-l,t) ^~" u(Xk,t) - A x Ux(Xk,t) 
U x ( X k — l , t ) — - a ( X k - l ) u ( X k - l , t ) + z i (Xk- i，t )g(Xk- i，t ) 
end 
Now substituting x — Xj in (3.10), we have 
q{xj) = 2[Kt{l, 2xj - 1) + K^(1, 2xj — 1)] - 2 f q{s)u{s, 2xj — 5) ds 
J Xj 
W-l rxk+i 
=2[Kt{l, 2xj - 1) + K J 1 , 2xj — 1)] — 2 J2 / g(^)u(s, 2xj — s) ds 
k=j』礼 
‘ Applying the trapezoidal rule on each integral in the summation, we have 
. N - l j . : : 
q{xj) = G{xj) - h y2l^i{xk)u{xk, 2xj — Xk) + q{xk^.i)u{xk+i, 2xj Xk+i)] 
k=j 
.•、 ‘ . -••• • — •‘ - • • • — '―‘ ....—j 
where G{xj) = 2[K-t{l, 2xj — i) + K^(1, 2xj — 1):. 
3.5 Numerical experiments 
In this section we shall present the numerical results to show the performance of 
the algorithm described in previous sections. In all of these experiments we obtain 
the two sets of spectral data {入)}仏1 and {fJ^j]f=i by solving the direct eigenvalue 
problems using the F O R T R A N software package SLEIGN kindly provided by its 
authors [2]. This programme uses a modified Priifer transformation to transform 
the second-order differential operator into a more numerically tractable system. A 
shooting method is then used to approximate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 
the equation. One can find the fully description of the package from the website 
h t t p : / /SAL. KachinaTech. C0M/B/0/SLEIGN. html and download the whole package 
together with the instructions from http : //www.math.niu. edu/~zett l/SL2/. 
For calculation of the eigenvalues using the F O R T R A N package SLEIGN [2], an 
attempt has been made to assess whether or not the input parameter TOL provides a 
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reliable means of controlling the error in the requested eigenvalues. In each example 
eigenvalues are requested with TOL — 10—6 for better performance in the latter 
procedures. TOL = 10—4 may still be used, but it gives us a poor result if the global 
potential function is not smooth enough. 
The reconstruction procedure mentioned in the previous sections may be divided 
into three main steps indicated in the following flowchart: 
spectral 丨 compute modified , ^ ^ 1 ¾ ^ Cauchy , compute 
data q d ^ ^ i^ :^ (l，，/) ^ata q{x) 
Computation of q. Our goal is to reconstruct q{x) as best as we can from a finite 
• ；: -.. .\ . • . , . . 
number of pieces of spectral data, and we shall always assume that this corresponds ； 
to the first N eigenvalues. The estimate of ：^ is Xj^ — (iVvr)?. • 
If the data happens to be of two-spectrum type, we get one estimate from each 
spectrum and the average of the two would be used. Once the value of q has been 
obtained, we follow the usual procedure of working with the modified data obtained 
by subtracting q from the eigenvalues. We will reconstruct q{x) - q, and then add 
the mean back on at the end. 
Computation of the Cauchy data {K{lyt), Kx{l, t)}. According to the pre-
vious discussion, the Cauchy data for K are uniquely determined by systems of 
equations of the form 
[ f { t ) sin V ^ Z dt 二 aj, j = 1, 2,. •. 
Jo 
where f{t) — J2k=i fkUk{t) and {uk)k=i is a set of basis functions on [0,1 . 
The basis functions {uk)k^i we used here for solving K{1, t) and 7^工(1,力)are 
Uk — sin{k7Tt) and Uk = sin ((k — |)7rt) respectively. 
Computation of q. The final step is to compute the solution q by our proposed 
iteration scheme described in section 3.4. 
To illustrate this reconstruction method, we have chosen several potential func-
tions as shown in the following figures. The first three are smooth functions, the 
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fourth and fifth are piecewise continuous functions and the remaining two are discon-
tinuous functions, see Figures 1 to Figure 7. 
F^xn 
'-°" \ j qi{x) = sin(27Tx) 
j \ j . \ 
C 0.' 02 0 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 OA 0.9 1 T^» 1 
‘ ing. i 
A"A^  
. “ \ / ^ ‘ g2(x) = 5sin(lOx) 
… \ 丨 “ 、 ， 1 Vy ) ^ 一 ^ _ _ ^ _-j 
^0 0.1 0.2 C.3 0.4 0_S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.3 i y ^ • q 
« r ig . 2 
:厂7^— 
\‘. / \ . <?3(^ ) = sin(7Tx) 
y \ 
0 • • 
. . , . . . I . . 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 ^ • Q « tlg. 6 
. / \ 0 , x G [0, 0.2) 
:. / \ . g4(x) = < 2x - I , x G [0.2, 0.7) 
° ^ _ ^ _ / \ - f x + f , x e [ 0 . 7 , 1] 
0 0.1 0_2 0J3 0.4 0.5 0^ 0.7 0.8 0.» i T v A 
‘ Fig. 4 
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：A A : r 
/ \ / \ 2sin(27Tx) , x G [0, 0.25) 
一 \ / \ q^{x) = < 32(x - 0.5)2 ,:^;e[o.25,0.75) 
/ \ / \ -2sin(27rx) , x G [0.75, 1； 
0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 1 J ? i g C^  
3.5 I 1 1 ~T p 1 1 1 1 1  
3 • I  
f 
“ I 2 - x ,x G [0, 0.2) 
" s ^ " ^ y ^ '. 你 ⑷ 二 乂 1 - X + 4x2 ^^ ^ [0.2, 0.7) 
1. L - ^ ^ 3 ,xG [0.7, 1； 
V 
os' ‘ ‘ 1 >• ‘ ^ J ^ ., 
0 0.1 0.7 0^ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0;7 0.^  0.9 1 j~i • . ^ , 
- i'lg- o 
•• i 
―一^"^—' - 一 .- ‘ f 0 ,xG [0, 0.2) 
4 - [ ] “ 
3 -15x + 3 ,xG [0.2, 0.3) 
r 一 15x - 6 , x G [0.3, 0.4) 
‘ Q7{oc)= 
I 0 ,x G [0.4, 0.6) 
-” V 4 ,xG [0.6, 0.8) 
~^ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 j ^ • y 
‘ ig. 2 , x G [0.8, 1； 
V 
The data for all the examples including those with noised data, were from two 
set of spectra, the first using Dirichlet conditions at both ends, the second using a 
Dirichlet condition at x 二 0 and a Neumann condition at x 二 1. TOL — 10—6 is 
used in all our numerical experiments for the observed spectrum data with or without 
noise. 
The successive approximation method was used to compute q from the Cauchy 
data {X( l , t ) ,Ka; ( l , t ) } and this scheme was stopped at the third iteration after an 
initial guess of qo 二 0. We will illustrate the results by plotting both the exact 
solution and the computed solution on the same figure for comparison, with the solid 
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line denoting the exact solution and the dotted line denoting the computed solution. 
Most parameters related in the algorithm are attached in each figure for reference. 
3.5.1 Eigenvalues without noised data 
Example 1. The global potential to be identified is 
q{x) 二 sin(27ra:) 
To see the effect of the number of the eigenvalues given, we have tried three 
different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues corresponding to each of two boundary 
conditions; the numerical results are shown in Figures 1.1 to 1.3. '.'’ 
I I , , , , , , 1 I 1 r 1 1 T » 1 1 " “ ‘ -"* ‘ "•. ‘ ‘ • ‘ 
: , � : , � J 4 , � \ . 
� ‘ . / \ - \ 4 / \ 
::/ \ ::/ \ :/ \、 
� f \ / ' i \ 1 i : \ j[ 
-os. \ / • — \ } • 普 \ ！ • 
：[ v y : : 一 y y 丨 : L v / j 
； c" t i 一 . ' i r 0 . c.s oe 07 oa 0.» 1 0 01 02 oa CM 05 0.6 07 08 os , 0 o.- 02 03 o< 0.5 01 0.7 . 08 0. 1 
« ‘ « 
Fig. 1.1: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 1.2: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 1.3: 15 eigenvalues 
Example 2. The global potential to be identified is 
q[x) = 5sin(10x) 
Three different cases, namely 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corre-
sponding numerical results are shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.3. 
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_ _ ra 
-"% 0^ t l T i o1 5 l t r 07 08 0» 1 ^0 01 02 0 3 0 4 OS 06 07 Ofl 09 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 04 0 5 08 07 08 0 0 1 
» « ‘ 
Fig. 2.1: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 2.2： 10 eigenvalues Fig. 2.3: 15 eigenvalues 
Example 3. The global potential to be identified is 
I .', . • ‘ ‘‘ ‘ , • 
q[x) — sir1(7rx) 
The computed results with 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are shown iii Figures 3.1 to 
3.3. 
’. 广 、 1 ’[ X ^ ^ 1 厂’ ^ "“ ^ 
P \l:Kl.p」 
0 • 0. ) 0.• 
i o'^ 0^ Oi 0^ ^ 0^ 0^ ol 0 ft 1 0 0^ ol tl o7' 0 S 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 0 ‘ C 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 C 8 0 7 0 8 0 9 1 
I » » 
Fig. 3.1： 5 eigenvalues Fig. 3.2： 10 eigenvalues Fig. 3.3: 15 eigenvalues 
For these smooth functions listed in Examples 1,2 and 3, the reconstructions are 
very satisfactory with very few number of eigenvalues. 
Now we apply the algorithm on some piecewise continuous potential functions to 
see if the results are satisfactory as well. 
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Example 4. The global potential to be identified is 
/ 
0 , x G [0, 0.2) 
q{x) = 2x-l ,x e [0.2, 0.7) 
- f x + f ，x G [0.7, 1: 
The reconstruction with three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are shown 
in Figures 4.1 to 4.3. 
::,y^\: ：. x"^) ：； y"^\: 
. , I ^ ^ ' , \ •。一^ 1 。:—,一 \ 
0 0^  ^2 0 3 ^ 0^ r e 0 7 0.8 C.9 1 C 0 1 0.2 0,3 0 4 0.5 0.6 0 7 08 09 1 0 0.1 0.? 0.3 04 O.S 0.6 0.7. 01.8 O.P 1 
X » « 
Fig. 4.1： 5 eigenvalues Fig. 4.2: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 4.3： 15 eigenvalues 
Example 5. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
2sin(27Tx) , x G [0, 0.25) 
q{x) = 3 2 ( x - 0 . 5 ) 2 , x G [0.25, 0.75) 
-2sin(27ra;) , x G [0.75, 1: 
x 
The reconstruction with three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are shown 
in Figures 5.1 to 5.3. 
._ •關 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 O.S O.e 0.7 0.8 00 1 0 0 1 02 0.3 0.4 O.S O.S 0.7 08 09 1 
X X X 
Fig. 5.1: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 5.2: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 5.3: 15 eigenvalues 
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For these piecewise continuous potential functions listed in Examples 4 and 5，few 
eigenvalues can still be used to get satisfactory results. 
As we described before, the algorithm requires an estimate of the mean value q. 
Now we must ask the question: how well can we expect to compute q and what are 
the penalties for a bad estimate? 
In Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) 
from two spectra using the exact q = | + |. 
_ • _ 
I t\ ti 0^ ti o1 oa o.r os 0.9 1 0 ot 02 0.3 04 o.s o,a 07 o.a 0.0 1 0" c.i 02 o.3 04 os oe 07 o.a 09 1 
X > « 
Fig. 5.4: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 5.5: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 5.6: 15 eigenvalues 
Comparing Figures 5.1 to 5.3 with Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 respectively, we see 
that an accurate value of q is not essential to the reconstruction of the potential 
function. 
Now we apply the algorithm to some highly discontinuous potential functions and 
see how the results behave. 
Example 6. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
2 - x ,x G [0，0.2) 
q{x) = 1 - X + 4x^ ,x e [0.2, 0.7) 
3 ,x e [0.7, 1 
v 
Three different cases, namely 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; numerical 
results are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. 
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3.5| 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 3.S| 1 1 I 1 r 1 1 1 1 [ 3 5j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~i ' 
攀參華. ^. 修愈.•• . 亲 , * , I 
3. [ ^ — — r ^ 3 • ( * » * _•«• 3- 寒 * • * 幽暴修華 
• • •餐苹 參 ， 
2 5 • 2.5 . 2 5 • 
' 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ' ^ ^ ^^^^y^"^^ ' “ ^ ^^^^y^"""^^^ 
®®0 01 02 03 04 OS 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 °'®0 0.1 0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1 ^^0 0.1 0 2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 Ofl 0.9 1 
X X « 
Fig. 6.1: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 6.2: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 6.3: 15 eigenvalues 
Example 7. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
0 , x G [0, 0.2) 
- 1 5 x - f 3 , x G [0.2, 0.3) 
15x - 6 , x G [0.3, 0.4) 
q{x)= 
0 ,x G [0.4, 0.6) 
4 ,x G [0.6, 0.8) 
2 , x G [0.8, 1 
The reconstruction with three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are shown 
in Figures 7.1 to 7.3. 
5, , , , , , , . , . S| , i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 S| ‘ , ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
. ' • • • . 
. . , . . ‘ .* 
•• ^ [ ~ ~ ‘ • »1 ' • . • ~ ~ 
• • • 
3- • 3. 3. 
2- ' • 2. 1 - . " " ' r .•*•••• 
i i ？ 
, . . 1 • ‘ • 
:A^ 丨:hv^ I -°rv 
•^ 0 01 02 03 04 O.S O.e 0.7 OS 0.9 1 "^ 0 0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 8 08 1 “ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 7 0.8 0.9 1 
« » * 
Fig. 7.1: 5 eigenvalues Fig. 7.2: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 7.3: 15 eigenvalues 
As before, we would like to know the penalties for a bad estimate on q. 
In Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) 
from two spectra using q = 0.945 which is 10% less than the exact q = 21/20 = 1.05. 
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Fig. 7.4： 5 eigenvalues Fig. 7.5： 10 eigenvalues Fig. 7.6： 15 eigenvalues 
In Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) 
from two spectra using q 二 1.155 which is 10% more than the exact q = 21/20 二 1.05. 
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Fig. 7.7： 5 eigenvalues Fig. 7.8: 10 eigenvalues Fig. 7.9：丄5 eigenvalues 
3.5.2 Eigenvalues with noised data 
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of errors in the given spectral data for the 
two-spectra problem with q 二 0 (cf. Section 3.1). Consider the Dirichlet-Dirichlet 
eigenvalues Xj 二 (j7r)^ + aj and note that since aj ~> 0 as j ~^ oo, and \ ~^ oo, the 
relative error in Aj itself needs to be extremely small to have useful information in it. 
We shall write the Dirichlet-Dirichlet eigenvalues in the form yJYj — jn + dj and 
the measured eigenvalues in the form y ^ 二 jir + dj + 5j, to indicate that we should 
consider the measurement errors 5j to be of magnitude dj rather than y ^ . So the 
difference in the actual value of a) = sin y J ^ and its value d j based on the measured 
spectrum is 
aj — aj = {-iy{sin{dj) — sin{dj + 6j)), 
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so that, assuming dj + 0, 
1 _ ^ < 1 — ― � + Sj) 
aj 一 sin(dj) 
S] f^ ___±_ r^ 
dj 
This says that the relative error in aj, and hence in the reconstructed data K{1, t), 
due to error in the free term of (3.7) is approximately the value of the ratio of 6j to 
dj, A similar result can also be derived in the similar way for the errors in the 
Dirichlet-Neumann eigenvalues 仏 } . 
Hence we can expect to recover the potential function q{x) from a reasonable 
small error in the P sequences {aj} and {bj} in (3.1), but we can never expect to do 
so from even a few percent error in the eigenvalues tliemselves. i 
The successive approximation method was used to compute q{x) from the Cauchy 
data { K { 1 , t ) , K x { l , t)} and this scheme was stopped at the fifth iteration after an 
initial guess of qo = 0. The noised data rand{5j] aj) and rand{6j; bj) are taken 
from a uniform distribution within (-1,1), where we use the symbols rand{Sj] aj) and 
rand{6j; bj) to emphasize that the noises are come from the 1^ sequence {aj} and {bj} 
respectively. Hence the noised eigenvalues are described as A^  = Xj + 5 rand{Sj] aj) 
and /i^  = |jLj + 6 rand{6j； bj) respectively, where 6 denotes the noise level of aj and bj. 
Example 1. The global potential to be identified is 
q{x) = sin(27ra;) 
To see the effect of the number of the eigenvalues, we have tried three different 
cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues; the corresponding numerical results are shown in 
Figures 1.1 to 1.6. 
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f\J f\^  .^x^  
0 0 1 02 03 04 0.5 06 07 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 真 X * 
Fig. 1.1： 5 eigenvalues, d = 0.01 Fig. 1.2: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.01 Fig. 1.3: 15 eigenvalues, S 二 0.01 
. • • • 
0 01 02 03 04 OS 00 07 03 09 1 0 01 02 u3 04 0 5 06 07 0.8 OB 1 0 0 1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0 5 OG 07 08 0.9 1 
>r- « X . 
• , ： ‘ , i 
Fig. 1.4： 5 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 1.5: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 1.6： 15 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 
. •:'.. . . : 
Example 2. The global potential to be identified is 
q{x) = 5sin(lOx) 
Three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corresponding 
numerical results are shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.6. 
_ _ _ 
~% 01 02 03 04 05 0.6 0.7 Od 0.9 1 ^0 Q1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0.8 0.9 1 0 01 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 00 0.9 1 
X X * 
Fig. 2.1： 5 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 Fig. 2.2: 10 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 Fig. 2.3： 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 
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Fig. 2.4: 5 eigenvalues, S = 0.1 Fig. 2.5: 10 eigenvalues, S — 0.1 Fig. 2.6： 15 eigenvalues, 6 — 0.1 
Example 3. The global potential to be identified is 
q{x) = sin(7rx) 
Numerical results are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.6 for three different cases. 
0 0 0 
0 • - 0- - 0 • . -
0 1 0 2 03 04 OS Oe 0 7 0 8 09 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.S 1 0 0 1 0.2 0.3 04 O.S 08 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X X * 
Fig. 3.1: 5 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.01 Fig. 3.2: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.01 Fig. 3.3： 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 
Q Q O 
0 i J 0 . 】 0 -. 
I 01 0 2 0。 04 OS 09 0 7 08 0 9 1 0 0 1 02 0.3 0.4 0 5 0.8 0.7 0.0 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 0 7 O.fl 0.9 1 
« * * 
Fig. 3.4： 5 eigenvalues, S - 0.1 Fig. 3.5: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 3.6： 15 eigenvalues, 5 二 0.1 
Example 4. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
0 ,xe[o,o.2) 
q{x) = 2 x - | ,x e [0.2, 0.7) 
�- f x + f ,x e [0.7, 1] 
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Three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corresponding 
numerical results are shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.6. 
• • • 
I, 0 1 02 03 04 0 5 06 07 Ofi 09 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 05 00 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
X « » 
Fig. 4.1: 5 eigenvalues, d : 0.01 Fig. 4.2: 10 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 Fig. 4.3: 15 eigenvalues, 5 : 0.01 
.ra 0 • 
0 •畢鲁秦 * • * * * 
,； ^ ^ 5^ ^ ts 08 0^ 0^ o!s 1 0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 O.S 06 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0 1 0.2 0 3 0.4 O.S 0.8 0.7 0.8 09 1 
X =< * 
Fig. 4.4： 5 eigenvalues, S 二 0.1 Fig. 4.5: 10 eigenvalues, S = 0.1 Fig. 4.6: 15 eigenvalues, 5 二 0.1 
Example 5. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
2sin(2vnr) , x G [0，0.25) 
^(x) = 3 2 ( x - 0 . 5 ) 2 , x G [0.25, 0.75) 
-2sin(27Tx) ,x G [0.75, 1: 
x 
Three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corresponding 
numerical results are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.6. 
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0 0 y 02 03 04 0 5 08 07 OS 09 1 0 0 1 0 2 03 04 0 5 00 0.7 0 6 09 1 0 0 1 02 03 0* 0 5 0 a 07 Ofl 09 1 
» X « 
Fig. 5.1: 5 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 Fig. 5.2: 10 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.01 Fig. 5.3: 15 eigenvalues, S - 0.01 
• _ _ _ 
• • • 
, ^ t l 0^ t r 0 S 0 e 0 7 0 S 0 9 1 0 "oT 0.2 0 3 0 4 0 S 0 a 0 7 0 8 0 9 1 。 0 1 0 ？ 0 3 0 4 0 S 0 9 0 7 7 9 0 C 1 
X < « 
Fig. 5.4: 5 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 5.5： 10 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.1 Fig. 5.6： 15 eigenvalues, 5 - 0.1 
As we described before, the algorithm requires an estimate of the mean value q. 
Now we would like to see the penalties for a bad estimate. 
In Figures 5.7 to 5.12, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) from 
two spectra using the exact q = | + |. 
: _ _ . . _ 
0 01 0 2 03 04 OS 0« 07 0 8 0 9 1 0 0 1 0.2 03 04 0 5 OS 07 Oa OB 1 0 0 1 02 03 0 4 0 5 09 0 7 0 8 0« 1 
寬 X « 
Fig. 5.7: 5 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 Fig. 5.8: 10 eigenvalues, 5 二 0.01 Fig. 5.9: 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 
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0 0 1 02 03 04 OS oe 07 OS 09 1 0 01 02 03 04 OS 09 0 7 08 0,9 1 0 01 02 03 0 4 0.5 0 6 07 OB O.B 1 
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Fig. 5.10: 5 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 5.11: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 5.12: 15 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 
From Figures 5.7 to 5.12, we see that an accurate value of q is not essential to the 
reconstruction of the potential function. 
Example 6. The global potential to be identified is 
f 
2-x ,xe [0, 0.2) 
q{x) = 1 - X + 4a;2 , x G [0.2, 0.7) 
3 , x G [0.7, 1 
^ 
Three different cases: 5, 10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corresponding 
numerical results are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.6. 
3: _ _ , , , , 1 , -1 I 3.S| 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3S| . 1 1 1 1 T 1 1  
3. _..•, ..'. 3- '•.••'.... 3. 丨..........." 
•* 鲁 • « • • 
25. - 2S- 2S- -
' 2 ^ ^ y . � ^ ^ / . ' 2 " ^ ^ / 
：： L < ^ : ：： U ^ : ：： L ^ 
°^0 5^ 02 0^ 5^ ^ ^ t~7 ol 09 1 0% 0 1 02 03 04 05 Ofl 0.7 08 09 1 ° ^ 0 1 02 03 0.4 0 5 06 07 08 09 1 
« » » 
Fig. 6.1: 5 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.01 Fig. 6.2: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.01 Fig. 6.3: 15 eigenvalues, 5 — 0.01 
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Fig. 6.4: 5 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.1 Fig. 6.5: 10 eigenvalues, 5 二 0.1 Fig. 6.6: 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.1 
Example 7. The global potential to be identified is 
• 
0 , x G [0, 0.2) 
- 1 5 x + 3 , x G [0.2, 0.3) 
15.T - 6 , x G [0.3, 0.4) 
Q{^) = r 、 
0 , x G [0.4, 0.6) 
4 ,x e [0.6, 0.8) 
2 , x G [0.8, 1 
\ 
Three different cases: 5，10 and 15 eigenvalues are considered; the corresponding 
numerical results are shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.6. 
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X » * 
Fig. 7.1： 5 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.01 Fig. 7.2： 10 eigenvalues, 6 二 0.01 Fig. 7.3： 15 eigenvalues, 5 二 0.01 
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Fig. 7.4: 5 eigenvalues, S = 0.1 Fig. 7.5： 10 eigenvalues, 6 - 0.1 Fig. 7.6： 15 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.1 
As before, we would like to know the penalties for a bad estimate on q. 
In Figures 7.7 to 7.12, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) from 
two spectra using q = 0.945 which is 10% less than the exact q = 21/20 — 1.05. 
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Fig. 7.7: 5 eigenvalues, 6 = 0.01 Fig. 7.8: 10 eigenvalues, S 二 0.01 Fig. 7.9: 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 
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Fig. 7.10： 5 eigenvalues, 5 - 0.1 Fig. 7.11： 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 7.12: 15 eigenvalues, ^ = 0.1 
In Figures 7.13 to 7.15, the dotted line represents the reconstruction of q{x) from 
two spectra using q = 1.155 which is 10% more than the exact q = 21/20 二 1.05. 
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Fig. 7.13: 5 eigenvalues, d — 0.01 Fig. 7.14: 10 eigenvalues, 6 — 0.01 Fig. 7.15： 15 eigenvalues, S = 0.01 
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Fig. 7.16： 5 eigenvalues, S =： 0.1 Pig. 7.17: 10 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 Fig. 7.18： 15 eigenvalues, 5 = 0.1 
The above figures indicate that a highly accurate value of q may not be very 
essential to the reconstruction of the potential function. 
Chapter 4 
Appendices 
A Tikhonov regularization 
The Tikhonov regularization method was first proposed by Tikhonov [44, 45]. It is a 
commonly used method to deal with ill-posed problems. Let us consider the following 
usual linear system 
Ax = y. 
The Tikhonov functional is defined as below: 
Definition 4.1 Let X and Y be Hilhert spaces and A : X ~^ Y be a linear and 
bounded operator and y G Y. For a given a G R； the Tikhonov functional Ta{x) is 
defined as 
Ta{x) = \\Ax - y\\^ + a||x||2, 
where a is called the regularization parameter. 
Then we come to the theorem for the uniqueness of the solution. 
Theorem 4.1 [16，Theorem 2.11] Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces, and A : X ~> Y 
be linear and hounded. Suppose a > 0； then the Tikhonov functional Ta has a unique 
79 
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minimum x^ G X. In other words, x^ is the solution of the normal equation 
{aX + A*A)x^^A*y, 
where X is the identity operator and A* is the adjoint operator of A. 
By the above theorem, for a given a, we can find out an approximated solution x^ 
for our original problem. In the Tikhonov functional, the regularization parameter 
a is used to balance the quality of the regularization. If a is too large, then the 
approximated solution is far away from the true solution since the regularization part 
will be dominant. If a is too small, then the system will still be ill-posed. In general, 
it is quite difficult to choose the size of a analytically. However, we can usually 
choose a suitabi.e size or range for a from experimects. Some research .on how to 
choose an optimal regularization parameter were done iii recent years. For e x a m p l e , , 
the L-ciirve method and the Morozov discrepancy techniques were widely studied, 
see Hansen [13], Kunisch [18], Engl, Hanke and Neubauer l8], Ito and Kunisch [14], 
Kunisch and Zou [19 . 
B Basic properties of the Sturm-Liouville 
operator 
Recall that the classical inverse Sturm-Liouville problem consists of recovering the 
real potential function q{x) from 
-y"{x)^q{x)y{x) = Xy{x), (B.1) 
y'(a) — h y{a) = 0, (B.2) 
y'{b)^Hy{b)^0, (B.3) 
and a knowledge of spectral data, where h and H are two different real numbers. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that a = 0 and b 二 1. In fact, [a, b] is 
easily mapped onto [0, 1] by means of the substitution t — {x — a)/{b — a). 
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If the boundary value problem has a nontrivial solution y(x; A) + 0 for certain A, 
then A is called an eigenvalue and y{x] X) is called an eigenfunction of (B.l)-(B.3). 
Lemma 4.1 Two eigenfunctions yi{x; Ai) and y2{0c; X2) corresponding to different 
eigenvalues are orthogonal, i.e. 
[2A(AAi)"2(T;A2)c^r = 0 /orAi7^A2. 
Jo 
Proof. Note that we have 
- y ' l + QVi = >^ iVi and - y'2 + QV2 = 2^V2-
Then, 
：• ’ ... 
(-^1 + qyi)y2 -- {-y'2 + qy2fy1 二 (Ai - X2)ym 
‘ -y'ly2 + y'ivi =: (Ai - \2)yiy2-
-,：• 
Integrate on both sides and using the boundary conditions in (B.2) and (B.3), we 
have 
0 = [ (Ai - A2) yi{x) y2{x) dx 
Jo 
=(Ai - A2) / yi{x) y2{x) dx, 
Jo 
from which the result follows since Ai + A2. • 
Lemma 4.2 The eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (B.l)-(B.3) are real. 
Proof. Let A： 二 u + iv be a complex eigenvalue, where u, v G R with v + 0 and i is 
the imaginary unit. Since g(x), h and H are all real-valued, A2 ^= Xi = u — iv is also 
an eigenvalue, corresponding to the eigenfunction y{x; Ai). Then by Lemma 4.1, 
[y{x]Xi) y{x]Xi) dx 二 0, 
Jo 
i.e. / |y(x; Ai)p dx 二 0. 
Jo 
Hence y{x\ Ai) = 0, a contradiction. • 
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Definition 4.2 A function f of the complex variable z is analytic at a point zo if its 
derivative f'{z) exists not only at Zo but at every point z in some neighborhood ofzQ. 
An entire function is one that is analytic at every point of the z plane. 
Theorem 4.2 [26, Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 1] If q{x) is a continuous function on 
the interval [a, b], then for any a there exists a unique solution 4>{x] A), a < x < b，of 
equation (B.1) such that 
^{a; A) = s ina and 0'(a; A) = — cos a. 
Moreover, for every fixed x G [a, h], the function 4>[x] A) is an entire function of X. 
Proof. Define 
^o{x; A) 二 sin a — {x — a) cos a, 
•rx 
(f)n{x] A) 二 （ 0^(工;A) + I iq{t) - A) 0n-i(^; A) {x — t) dt, 
. 7a 
where n > 1, Since q{x) is continuous, we have \q{x)\ < M foi x G [a, b]. Let |入| g N, 
then l^o{x] A)| < K for x G [a, b . 
Now 
|0i(j;;A)-(^(a;;A)| < f (M + N) K {x - t) dt 
J a 
二 ^ K{M^N) (x-a)2. 
丄 
For n > 2, we have 
p^ 
(f>n{x- A) — 0n-i(x; A) = / {q{t) 一 X){^n-l{t; A) — ^n-2iM 义))(工"力）成 
J a 
f%^ 
\4>n{x-\)-4>n-i{x-\)\ < (M + iV)(6-a) / |0,—i(t;A) — 0,—2(f;A)|6^. 
J a 
Hence we have 
|^.(.;A)-^.(.;A)| < 華，“”>_和 
—K(M + Nf{b-a){x-af 
剛 - 綱 | < — + y ( 3 “ Y ( “ ) 3 ^ 
_ K{M^Nf{b-ay{x-a)^ 
= 4i • 
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In general, 
K(M + Nr(b-ar-'(x-ar^' 
Mx;X) - ^n-i{oc]X) < ( M i ) ! • 
Now define the series 
00 
0(x; A) 二 00(工;A) + ^ [ 0 n ( ^ ; A) - ^n-i{x; A):. 
n = l 
Note that the series converges uniformly in A for |A| < N and uniformly in x for 
X G [a, b . 
Since for n > 2, 
0^(x; A) - 0 ; _ 1 ( x ; . A ) - f { q { t ) - A)(0,_i(t ; A) — c|>n-2{t; A)) dt 
J a 
and " / 
€{x； A) — 0 ^ i ( x ; A) = {q{x) — X){c|>n-l{x: A) - 0n-2(:r; A)), 
the series obtained by differentiating the series <j){x] A) once or twice also converge 
uniformly in x. 
Consequently, 
00 
作 ； 入 ） = ; ^ ( : r ; A ) - e _ i ( o : ; A ) ) 
n = l 
00 
二（^'(:r ; A) 一 <^l{x- A) + Y,mx- A) — ^:_,{x; A)) 
n=2 
= / l + / 2 , 
where h 二 能 A) — 0'J(r; A) and h = E = 2 ( 0 ' i ^ T ; ^)—�-1(工;入)). 
Now consider 
pj^ 
0i(x;A) = 0o(^;A)4- / {q{t)-X)Mt;^){oo-t) dt, 
J a 
pX 
0l(x;A) 二 0 [ ^ x ; A ) + / feW-A)^(t;A)^ 
J a 
<Pi{x;X) = c|>'i{x;X)^{q{x)-X)M^;X). 
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Hence Ii = (q(x) — X)^o{x; A). 
Similarly, we have 
00 
h = X ^ ( C ( ^ ; A ) - C - i ( ^ ; A ) ) 
n=2 
00 
二 ^{q{x) - A)(0n-lO^; A) - ^n-2{x] A)) 
n=2 
00 
={q{x) - X) Y^{4>n-i(x; A) - (|)n-2{x; A)). 
n=2 
Hence 
(p"{x;X) = /1 + /2 
/ ^ \ 
•' = {q{x) - A) Mx] A) + ^ { ^ n - i { x ; A) 一 ^n-2{x: A)) 
\ n:.:2 / 
/ ^ \ 
二 [q{x) - A) ( 4>o{x] A) + Y^i^n{x] A) - 0几—1(工;A)) 
\ n = l / 
二 (g(a:)-A)0(a;;A), 
and so 0(x; A) satisfies (B.1). 
For the initial conditions, note that 
pX 
M x ; X ) = 0o(a:;A)+ / {q{t)-X)^n-i{t]X){x-t) dt, 
Ja 
0U^;A) 二 0o(^;A)+ f {q{t)-X)^n-i{t;X) dt. 
J a 
Now we have, Vn G N, 
^n{a] A) = 0o(a; A) and (/>^ («； ^) = 0o(«； ^)-
Hence, 
4>{a] A) = (^(a; A) 二 sin a, 
( '^(a; A) 二 (/>Q(a; A) 二 _ cos a. 
Moreover, that 0(x; A) is an entire function of A follows from the uniform convergence 
of the series </>(x; A) and the structure of the function 於几(工；A). Thus, the theorem is 
proved. • 
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Denote the solutions of (B.1), satisfying the initial conditions 
0(O;A) = 1 and 0'(O;A) = /i 
and 
# ; A ) = ^ and <(0;A) = _ 
by ^{x; A) and ¢(00; A) respectively. Note that as h ~^ 00, ¢{0; A) = 0 and ^'(0; A) = 1. 
Lemma 4.3 [25, cf. Lemma 1.2.1] Let X = (u;7r)^, then 
h 1 广 
Mx] X) — cos(cj7Tx) H sin(6J7Tx) H / sir1(a;7r(x — r)) g(r)0(r; A) dr. 
CJ7T UJ7T jQ 
(B.4) 
and 
1 1 「 ： 
^{x; A) ^——sm(u7vx) H——-/ sin(u;7r(x - r).) q{r)%jj{r] A) dr. (B.5) 
CU7T UJ7T ./0 
Proof. To prove (B.4), we note that, since 0(x; A) satisfies (B.1), 
q{x)(|){x; A) = ^"{x] A) + X^{x; A). 
Now multiply both sides by sin(a;7r(2; — r)) and integrate over [0, x] with respect to r, 
/ sin(ct;7r(x - r)) q{r)^{r; A) dr = / sin(cj7r(a: - r))^"(r; A) dr 
Jo Jo 
+ A / sin(ct;7r(x — r))^{r; A) dr. 
Jo 
Now consider the first integral on the right-hand side, 
/ sm{0j7r{x - r))^"{r; A) dr 二 _/isin(cj7nr) + um / c0s(a;7r(x — r))^'{r; A) dr 
Jo Jo 
二 —h sin(a;7rx) + co7r[4>{x] A) — c0s(a;7rx) 
—cj7T / sin(cj7r(x — r))0(r; A) dr 
Jo 
=—h sin(cj7Tx) + a;7T0(x; A) — um cos{ujnx) 
-(a;7r)2 / sin(6J7T(x - r))(/>(r; A) dr\ 
Jo 
Hence we have 
/ s i n ( a ; 7 r ( x — r)) g(r)0(r; A) dr = -hsm{oj7rx) + u7T^{x] A) — a;7rcos(cj7rx), 
-
which is nothing but (B.4). (B.5) can be proved similarly and hence omitted. • 
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Lemma 4.4 [25, cf. Lemma 1.2.2] Let um 二 a + it, where i is the imaginary unit. 
Then there exists uuo > 0 such that for |a;7r| > uo, the estimates 
0(x;A) = O(el'l^) 
Jt\x 
i ^ { x ; X ) ^ 0 { — — ) (B.6) 
CJ7T 
are valid; more precisely, 
g!<k 
Mx] A) = COS(CJ7TX) + 0{ ), 
CJ7T 
= ^ ^ ^ + � （B.7) 
CJ7T CJ7T 么 
Proof. Put (/)(x; A) = el^/(aO, it follows from (B.4) that 
f{x) = (cos(w7Tj:) + ^sin(cv,7nr))e_l^|i 
屮 上 f s h i ( — - r))e-N(T-�(r)/(r) dr. 
7^T /0 
Let fjL — m a x o < x < i |/(工)|，we then derive from the last equality that 
h u r , 、 ， 
jJL < 1 + h ~^ / \q{r)\ dr. 
UJ7T L07T Jo 
Hence 
M < f l + 7 ^ ) f l - - f 1 " ( ” 1 一 ， 
V |^ 7T y V 7^T Jo J 
provided that the denominator is positive. 
This is necessarily true for |a;7r| > /J" \q{r)\ dr. Therefore (B.6) is proved for 
(^ (rr; A). It can be proved similarly for %j;{x] A) by using (B.5). 
The estimates (B.7) are obtained by substituting (B.6) in the integrals on the 
right-hand side of (B.4) and (B.5). • 
C Asymptotic formulas for the eigenvalues 
We now derive the asymptotic formulas for the eigenvalues. In particular, this proves 
the existence of infinitely many eigenvalues. The material can be found in [25, 2 6 � 
We will consider the three cases, namely 
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1. h + 00 and H • 00 
2. h — 00 and H + 00 
3. h = 00 and H = 00 
Note that the case h / 00 and H = 00 can be reduced to case 2 by the substitution 
t = 7T — X. 
C.1 Case 1: h • oc and H 丰 oc 
Note that the function 4>{x] A) obviously satisfies (B.2) for any A. We therefore find 
the eigenvalues by substituting 4>{x; A) in (B.3). 
By Lernma 4.2. all the eigenvalues are real, i.e. Im u — t = 0. Hejice the first … 
estimate in (B.7) takes the form 
( 1 \ 
4>{x] A) = C0S(CJ7TX) + 0 ( — — . vC.l) 
\ ⑴ / 
Differentiate (B.4) with respect to x and using (C.1), it is not hard to obtain the 
estimate 
^'{x] X) — -cj7T sin(ct;7rx) + 0(1) . (C.2) 
Now, by substituting the values of 0(x; A) and ^'{x; A), determined by (C.1) and 
(C.2), in (B.3) we arrive at the equation 
-a;7rsin(a;7r) + O( l ) = O, (C.3) 
which obviously has solutions close to integers for large cj. Hence the existence of 
infinitely many eigenvalues has been proved. 
Denote ⑴几 be the n-th root of (C.3). We have already noted before that the 
eigenvalues A satisfy 
4(A)d4f0'(i;A) + F 0 ( l ; A ) = O. 
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Put A = (cJ7T)2, then ((A) = ^i{cu) which, according to (B.4), is an entire function of 
uj. It also follows from the asymptotic formulas (C.1) and (C.2) that, for sin(a;7r) + 0， 
/ / 1 \\ 
^i(a;) = -cj7rsin(cj7r) 1 + 0 —— . (C.4) v v � ) ) 
Take a circle Du of radius R 二 A^+| in the cj-plane, where N is a natural number. 
By Rouche theorem and the asymptotic formula (C.4), there are as many zeros of 
^i(cj) inside D^ as of the function cc;sir1(a;7r), i.e. 2{N + 1). 
Since the function i^ (o;) is even, we only consider its positive roots. Each positive 
root is associated with an eigenvalue, and we have {N + 1) eigenvalues cok less than 
、（iV + |). 
‘ . .: 
It follows that 
;, h ;:.. (. ‘ • 
ujn = n + 0(l). (C.5) 
In fact, let cOn 二 rrin + 0(1)，where rrin / n. Then on one hand, there are (n + 丄) 
eigenvalues Sk{k 二 0 ,1 , . . .，n) less than uJn. On the other hand, it follows from the 
above that there must be 2(m^ + 1) zeros of (i(cj) in a disc of radius (m„ + \), i.e. 
there must be m^ + 1 / n + 1 eigenvalues Sk less than cj^ ； a contradiction, and the 
validity of (C.5) is thus proved. 
Put uJn = n + 6n, then (C.3) takes the form 
(n + 5n)sin(5n7T) + 0 ( l ) = 0. 
Therefore, sin(^n7r) 二 0(n_i), i.e. Sn = 0(n_i). 
Thus, for large n, the roots of (C.3) are 
ujn = n + 0{n-^), (C.6) 
In fact, differentiate (B.4) with respect to x and substitute 0(x; A) and ^'{x] A) in 
(B.3), we obtain 
(-CJ7T + B) sin(a;7r) + A c0s(cj7r) = 0, (C.7) 
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where 
厂1 ( H \ 
A = h + H + / c0s(cj7rr) sin(cJ7rr) q{r)4>{r; X) dr, 
Jo \ • / 
J^H nl / H \ 
B = h / sin(a;7rr) H c0s(a;7rr) ) q{r)^{r;X) dr. 
a;7T Jo V 隱 J 
Because of (C.1), 
1 厂 1 1 厂 1 ( 1 \ 
A 二 h + H + - / q{r) dr + - / q{r) cos(2cj7rr) dr + 0 - , 
2 Jo 2 jQ \ujJ 
1 厂 1 / 1 \ 
B 二 - / q{r) sin(2a;7rr) dr + 0 — . 
2 Jo \^J 
Since q{x) has bounded derivative by assumption, integrating by parts, we see that 
厂1 f 1、 
/ q{r) cos(2cj7rr) dr = 0 1 —， 
Jo V^J 广 (1 \ 
J q(r) sin(2o;7rr) dr 二（)人::，. 
Hence we have . ‘ 
1 厂1 / 1 \ 
A = h + H + - / q{r) dr + 0 - , 
2 Jo \ ' � ) 
/1\ 
B 二 0 —. 
W 
Consequently, (C.7) can be written in the form 
, ( �/ i + i/ + f + o e ) 
岭 “ ) = o ; . + 0 ( l ) , 
where q 二 /J" q{r) dr. 
By putting cUn = n + 6^  again, we obtain 
/r � h + H + | ^ f l \ 
tan(^^7T 二 1 + 0 — , 
n7T \n^J 
h^H^| / 1 \ 
On 二 2 ^ ^ ~ ^ • 
n7T^  \ n/ / 
Hence we have 
h+H^| ^(1\ 
CUn^ = niT H h 0 ~^ , 
n7T \ n/ / 
and consequently, 
( 1 \ 
K - K ^ r ) ' 二（浙)2 + q + 2{h + H) + 0 — . (C.8) 
\^J 
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C.2 Case 2: h = 00 and H • oc 
Note that the function ^{x; A) obviously satisfies (B.2) for any A‘ We therefore find 
the eigenvalues by substituting i|j{x; A) in (B.3). 
Differentiate (B.5) with respect to cc, we obtain 
2p^(x; A ) = cos(cJ7Tx) + / (c0s(a;7r(x — r))q(r)^(r; A ) dr. 
Jo 
It follows from (B.3) that 
c0s(a;7r) + / c0s(cj7r(l — r))q{r)^{r] A ) dr 
Jo 
+ H (sm(— + 丄 f sin(a;7r(l - r))q{r)^{r; A) d r ) 二 0. 
V CJ7T UJ7T Jo / 
We have, from the estimates (B.7) for ^{x: X); '. 
cos(or/r) + - - [ c0s(cj7r(l - r))q{r) sin(a;7rr) dr + H s i — 4 + Q ( — ) - 0. » 
UJ7T Jo • \^ J 
(C.9) 
Now consider the integral in (C.9), i.e. 
/ cos(cJ7r(l — r))q{r) sin(a;7rr) dr 
Jo 
二 / (cos(cj7r) c0s(cj7rr) + sin(cj7r) sin(a;7rr))g(r) sm{ajnr) dr 
Jo 
c 0 s ( c j 7 r ) 广 ( � ., ^ � , s in(c j7r)广 ,、，’ ，。 � � , 
二 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ - / q{r) s m ( 2 o ; 7 r r ) dr H ^ ~ ~ - / ^ ( r ) ( l - c o s ( 2 c j 7 r r ) ) dr 
2 Jo 2 Jo 
c0s(a;7r) f i , � . , � - s i n ( c j 7 r ) 广 � 
=——-~~- / q{r) sin(2o;7rr) dr ^~"- / q{r) cos(2cj7rr) dr 
2 Jo 2 Jo 
s i n f c j 7 r ) 广 , � , 
+ ""V"^ J^ " �加 -
Note that the two integrals are both of 0(^) and hence we get 
[c0s(ct;7r(l - r))q{r) s i n ( c J 7 r r ) dr = s i n ( ^ ) f q(r) dr + 0 (— • 
Jo 2 Jo \uJJ 
Consequently, (C.9) takes the form 
c o s ( — + ？ ^ ( 1 f , ( r ) dr + H) + 0 ( ^ ] = 0, 
• \2 Jo ) V^ / 
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or, denote Hi = | f^ q(r) dr + H, 
, \ 打 sin(u;7r) _ ( 1 � ^ , � i � 
c0sa;7r + Hi~~^^"^- + 0 — = 0 . (C.10) CJ7T \ ^ / 
It can be seen that for large uj, the roots of (C.10) should be close to (n — |), 
where n e N. Moreover, we prove as before, that starting with sufficiently large n, 
there is only one root of the equation near to (n - |). 
Put cun 二 (n — I) + 6n, it follows from (C.10) that 
/ / i\ \ Hi ( 1 \ 
cot n - - + 6n 7T = - 7 r r - + 0 — , 
VV 27 ； {n - i)7T WJ 
H ( 1 \ 
t a n (“） = ^ ^ ^ + G � W , 
K 二 ^ ^ ^ + o f l ) . 
(n - |)7r^  \n” 
Therefore, 
/ 1 � ^1 ^ ( 1 \ 
^n = (^ — 7：) + 7 7T—0 + ^ ~^ , 
� 2) (n - |)7r2 \v?) 
and consequently, by denoting q = /。丄 q{r) dr, 
An = (Wn7T)2 
二 ( n - | ) V + 2 _ ( * ) 
二 （ 几 - J ) V + q + 2H + 0 ( 4 ) . (C.11) 2 \^/ 
C .3 Case 3: h = 00 and H = oc 
Note that both boundary conditions (B.2) and (B.3) take the form y{0) 二 "(1) 二 0. 
Since |^;{x; A) obviously satisfies (B.2), it should also satisfy the condition ^(1; A) = 0. 
It follows from (C.8) that 
sin(6c;7r) + / sin(cj7r(l — r))q{r)^{r; A) dr = 0, 
Jo 
or 
sin(cJ7T) ( 1 + J cos{u7rr)q{r)^{r] X) dr^ - c0s(u;7r) J sin{uj7rr)q{r)^{r-, A) dr = 0. 
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By the estimate (B.7) for xp{x] A), 
, � c0s(a;7r)厂1 , � , „ ( 1 \ „ , � 1 � � 
sin ———^^^"^- / q{r) dr + 0 — = 0. (C.12) 2CJ7T Jo V ^ / 
It can be seen that for large cj, the roots of (C.12) should be close to n G N. 
Moreover, as we prove before, that starting with sufficiently large n, there is only one 
root of the equation near to n. 
Put cJn 二 n + 5n, it follows from (C.12) that 
q ( 1 \ 
tan(n + 6n)^^ = h 0 — ， 
2mr \^J 
知 = : i + K9， 
where q = /^^ q{r) dr. Therefore ⑴几-二 n - f - 去 + 0{^) and hence we have • 
An 二（(JnTT)2 
二 （n7T)2 + g + 0 ( i ) . (C.13) 
WJ 
D Completeness of the eigenvalues 
The material of this section can be found in [23, 46 . 
Lemma 4.5 (Jensen's theorem)[23, Appendix, Theorem A] Let f(z) be an-
alytic for 1^ 1 < R. If /(0) + 0 and denote n{x) be the number of zeros of f{z) in 
zj < X, then for r < R， 
厂 巡 dx 二 ^  r log lf{re^')l dO - log |/(0)|. 
Jo 工 」兀Jo 
It follows from this that, even if /(0) = 0，we have, 
厂 ！ ^ dx < ^ 广 log l/(re^^)| dO + A 
Jl X 27T Jo 
for some constant A depending only on f{z). 
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Lemma 4.6 (A special case of Hadamard factorization theorem)[23, Ap-
pendix, Theorem D] If f{z) is an entire function such that 
f{z) = 0(el^/2) as H — oo, 
then we have 
�( z \ 
f(z)=^az^e^'T] 1 — — e " � 
l\ V 外) 
where {zk} are the zeros off{z) not at the origin and n is the multiplicity of the zero 
at the origin. 
Definition 4.3 A set { e “ " ] is said to be closed L^(-7r,7r), iffor any f(x) G 
:‘ L^(-7T, Tv), we have '•‘ 
r f ( x ) : e i U dx 二 0 VA,, 
J - 7 T 
implies that f{x) is zero almost everywhere. 
Now by the above statements, we can get the completeness result. 
Theorem 4.3 [23，Theorem III] Let 八(?/) be the number of |A^ | < u. If 
厂 ^ du > 2v - ^ log^ - C (D.1) 
Ji u 2p 
for some constant C, then the set {e'^^^}, ( - o o < n < oo), is closed L^(-7r,7r)； 
where p > 1. 
Proof. Let us suppose that the theorem is not true. Then there exists an 
f[x) e L^(-7T, 7r) and not equivalent to zero, such that 
ff(w) 二 r J ( x y dx (D.2) 
J - 7 T 
vanishes for w 二 An(—oo < n < oo). Note that since f{x) is not equivalent to zero, 
H{w) is not identically zero. 
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Denote n(r) be the number of zeros of H{w) in \w\ < r，then by lemma 4.5， 
厂 1 ^ du < 丄 r log\H{re'')\ d6 + A (D.3) 
Jl U 27T Jo 
where A will be used throughout the remainder of this section to represent various 
constants depending only on f{x) and {An}. 
By (D.2), we have H{re'% 二 O(e^+in0|). Using this in (D.3), we have 
�処 du < 2r + A. (D.4) 
Ji u 
From this, it follows that 
, �f 2 r du 广 n(u) j ^ 广 n{u) ^ ^ I . 
n(r) / ——< / - ^ du < / ―― du < 4r + A, 
Jr U — J, U A 'a 
since n{r) is an increasing function of u. Thus n{r) < ^ + ^ and since {A^} form 
part of the zeros of H{w), A(r) < n(r). Hence • 
A(r) < ( A ) r + ,4. (D.5) 
Viog2y 
Let us assume that no A^ is zero. Let 
F{w)= f r ( l - # e ‘ . (D.6) 
丄丄 V An 
n=-oo \ 
That F(w) exists follows from (D.5). Since H{w) vanishes at 入…^{w) = H{w)/F{w) 
is an entire function. If ni(r) denotes the number of zeros of ^{w) not exceeding r in 
magnitude, then clearly 
rii{r) 二 n{r) — A(r). 
Thus 
「靈-=「処--「哩-. 
Jl U Jl u Jl u 
Using (D.1) and (D.4), it follows that 
� ! ^ d u ^ P d ) l o g . + A 
Ji u - V P ) 
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Since ^ < 1, it is clear that rii{r) 二 0, or in other words, that ^{w) has no 
zeros. By lemma 4.6, it follows that H{w) = a�F(w), and in particular, that 
| i 7 ( z ^ = eC1ai^(zT;)|, (D.7) 
where a, b and c are constants. 
From (D.2), for any small e > 0, 
/ n—TT+e pT^ — e rTT \ 
\H{iv)\< / + / + / e _ 1 / O r ) | dx. (D.8) 
\J—7T J -7T + e J 7T-e/ 
Using Holder's inequality, i f p > 1, 
/ r-^ -vxp \ ^ / � — , \ \ p 
. \H{iv)\ < / e ^ dx / \f{x)\P dx 
\J-7C+e / \J-7T+e / 
(r-^+^ -._^ , \ ^ ( r^+' \ ^ 
‘ + / el^- dx] / lf{x)r dx) 
\J-7r J \J-7r / 
‘ p---i � 1 
/ r7T _ \ -y- / 厂 \ p 
+ / e ^ dx] / |/(x)r dx] ’ 
\J7c-e / V^  7T-e / 
or rewrite as 
1 
\H{iv)\ < 2e(H)H|”�¥(^ \f{x)\P dxY 
\J-7r+€ J 
1 
_ � ( r-TT+e 广7^  \ 1 p 
+ 4e+l|<i / + / \f{x)\P dx . 
_ \J-7T J 7T-e/ -
For any S we can choose an e such that 
1 
- / f-^+^ r^ \ 1p 
/ +/ \f{x)\P dx <S. 
.\ J-7T J 1^—eJ . 
Thus 
\H{iv)\< A e + l | w | - ^ ( e — + l + ^ (D.9) 
In case p = 1，(D.9) follows directly from (D.8). Thus (D.9) holds for all p > 1. 
From (D.9), 
log\H{iv)\ < 7r\v\ — f ^ ^ ^ log M + log(e—+l + S) + A. 
\ P / 
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Since 6 can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that 
� ^ P - 1 V 1 
lim log H(iv) - n v + log v 二 - o o . 
i^ Koo L V p / . 
Using (D.7), this gives 
- /p- i\ 1 
lim log \F{iv) \ + cv - 7r|v| + ( log|?;| = _ o o . (D.10) 
M">oo L V P / -
On the other hand, from the definition of F{w), (D.6), 
1 广 ( v^\ 
\og\F{iv)\ = - j^ log (^ 1 + ^ j dA{u). 
Integrating by parts twice gives 
, � r 2m;2 r A{y)� 
log F i^ = / ^~~"^ du / - ^ dy. 
^ � ) Jo (^/2+1)2)2 人 y 
Using (D.1), this becomes 
i •-, 
r ^ 2uv^ 「 ( p - 1 \ 1 
\og\F(iv)\ > / 7^——^ 2u- logu-A du. ！ 
\ 一 Jo ( � + #)2 L V P / J 
Setting u 二 卜|々  gives 
l0g\F{lv)\ > ^ h ^ | - ( ^ ) l^gl^l/ (1二2)2 办 + A 
f p - l \ , , > 7T V — log V - A. 
~ V p ) 
But this contradicts (D.10), and the theorem is proved. • 
Theorem 4.4 [23, Theorem VI] If the set { e " n ] is closed i7(-7r,7r), p > 1, tt 
remains closed if we replace any A^ by some other numher, i.e. no restriction on the 
{ A J . 
Proof. Let {e'^"^} be closed and let the set consisting of { e ^ - } , n / 0, together 
with {e'"^}, a + Ao not be closed. Then there exists an f(cc) e i/(-7r，7r) not 
equivalent to zero, such that 
f f{x)e'^-^ dx = 0 for n / 0, 
J -7T 
r /(T)e- dx = 0. 
J —TT 
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Let us consider 
g{x) = f{x) + z(Ao — a ) e - 2 - �/ ( y ) e - dy. 
J - 7 T 
Clearly g{x) G L^(-7r,7r). Moreover, 
厂 � ( • • dx =厂 / ⑷ 产 dx + z(Ao - a ) 厂一 - …工 dx r m e - dy. 
J-7T J-7T -^7T J_7T 
Integrating by parts, 
r "(•• dx = ^^^ 厂 胁 - d x . (D.11) 
J-n u — a J_^ 
It follows at once from this, on setting u = A^, that for any n, 
r g{x)e'^-^ dx 二 0. 
J —TT 
But {e'^"''} is closed L (^—7r，7r) and therefore g(x) is equivalent to zero. However by 
(D.11), this means 
r /(:r)e- dx = 0. 
J - 7 T 
Now we set u = 0, 士1, ±2, • . . , this implies that f{x) must also be equivalent to 
zero, contrary to our assumption, and hence the theorem is proved. • 
E d，Alembert solution formula for the wave 
equation 
The purpose of this appendix is to solve for u 二 u{x, t) the wave equation: 
/ 
Utt - c^xx = f { x , t ) 
< u{x,0) = 0(x) (E.1) 
ut{x,0) 二 树工)， 
V 
where f[oc,t) is a given function and c is a nonzero constant. 
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Note that the solution u{x,t) can be separated into two parts, say u{x,t)= 
UH{x,t) + i i p ( x , t ) , where un(x,t) and up(x,t) are the corresponding solutions of 
f 
Utt - C^Uxx 二 0 
< n(x,0) = 4>{x) (E.la) 




Utt - C^Uxx 二 f{^:t) 
< u{x,0) 二 0 (E.lb) 
ut{x,0) 二 0 
\ 
respectively. ^ 
E.1 The homogeneous solution unix^ t) 
Recall (E.la) and introduce the characteristic transformation / 
^ 二 X + ct and rj — x — ct. 
By the chain rule, 
dx 二 d^  + drj and dt = c (¾ %). 
Therefore, 
{ d t - c d , ) { d t ^ c d , ) = 0 
( - 2 c ^ ) ( 2 c ^ ) 二 0 
-4c^U^r] = 0 
u^r] 二 0 since c / 0. 
The solution of this transformed equation is 
u{^.v) = ^ 1 ( O + P 2 W 
i.e. u{x,t) = g1{x + ct)^g2{x-ct), (E.2) 
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where gi and g2 are any functions of one variable. 
First we set t = 0 in (E.2) and get 
c^{x)=g1{x)+g2{x) . (E.3) 
Then, using the chain rule, we differentiate (E.2) with respect to t and put t 二 0， 
^{x)^c[g[{x)-g',{x)]. (E.4) 
Combining (E.3) and (E.4) gives us 
"'iw = K " 9 , 
•雜二 l ( ^ ' ' t ) -
Integrating, we get 
， " 1 ( 力 = 去 0(5') + ^ ^ V^  + A 
92(s) = l ^ ( ' ) - Y c l ^^^-
Because of (E.3), A + B = 0 and this tells us what gi and g2 are in the general 
formula (E.2). Substituting s = x + ct into the formula for gi{s) and s = x - ct into 
that of g2{s), we get 
1 1 f l + ct 
u(cc, t) = -[0(x + Ct) + 4>{x - Ct)] + — / ^{s) ds, 
2 ^C Jx-ct 
which is the solution of (E.la). 
E.2 The particular solution up{x^ t) 
Recall (E.lb) and introduce the usual characteristic 
^ 二 X + ct and rj = x — ct. 
As in (E.1), we have 
/12 f^4 + " ^-A 
- 4 c 以€” = / ( 丁 ， " ^ 入 
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Denotep(e,r/) = / ( ^ ^ , ^ ^ ) , t h e n 
、 " 二 - 1 ^ 也 " ) . 
Note that the initial condition u{x, 0) 二 0 in (E.lb) has thus been changed to u{^, r/ = 
0 = 0. 
Denote ^ 二 xo+cto and rjo 二 xo — cto, then the corresponding coordinates become 
i 二 X + ct 
T] = X — Ct ^ X 
'iM^^i^ 
Xo — Cto 0^ Xo + cto ?0 
Now consider u on the ^ - rj coordinate system, we have , 
[u^vi^,T]) dT] = -T^ [ g(lr])dTh 
Jr]0 4C Jr)o 
1 r^ 
^ ( f , e ) - ^ ( e , ^ o ) 二 -^ / g^rj)df]. (E.5) 
狀 Jm 
We next claim the following observation. 
Lemma 4.7 t^^C) = 0-
Proof. Since t = 拔 - " ) , w e have t 二 0 分 ^ = ". Now as ^ 二 ！(¾ + ¾^), 
we have u^  二 !(以工 + >t), i.e. ^e(C,0 = |[^(%0) + >t(i,0)]. Recall the initial 
conditions mentioned in (E.lb), we have Ua^ (x, 0) = Ut{x, 0) = 0 and hence the lemma 
is proved. • 
Now we return to (E.5) and by lemma 4.7, we have 
1 r^  
- M ^ = - j 3 / g(i,^drj, 
狀 Jm 
r^o 1 f<o r^ 
/ u^{^,rjo) d^ = ^ / / g{tv) dr)dt 
Jr|o 4C Jrjo Jr)o 
u{^o,Vo)-u{f]o,r]o) = ^ I / g{^,v) dr]d^. 
4C JrjQ Jr)o 
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Note that u{r]o,r]o) 二 0 since u(x,0) = 0 by assumption. Therefore, 
妳。,"0) = A I I .g(e,^) dT)d^, 
4c J JA{^o,m) 
and hence, 
1 r r - -
- M ) = ^ / / / i + ct，i — cf) 二 二 dxdt 
4C J JA{xo,to) ^ W 
=Ar f [ f(x,t) 1 C dxdt 
4c2 J JA{xo,to) 1 -C 
二 — j / f{x, t) dxdt, 
2c J JA{xo,to) 
which is the solution of (E.lb). 
E.3 The standard d'Alembert solution u{x^t) 
Combining both the homogeneous solution Uff(cc, t) and the particular solution up{x, t), 
the exact solution u{x,t) to (E.1) can be written as 
u{x,t) = UH{x,t) + Up{x, t) 
1 1 fT+ct 
二 5[0(:r + ct) + 0(x - ct)] + — / ¢{3) ds 
2 ^C Jx-ct 
1 ft nx+c{t-s) 
+ ‘ / / f[y,s)dyds. (E.6) 
�C Jo Jx-c{t-s) 
E.4 Applications to our problem 
Note that our aim is to find K{x, t; q) from the wave equation 
‘Ktt - K,x + q{x)K = 0 
< K{l,t) given ( E " ) 
K:,{l ,t) given. 
V 
First we apply the characteristic transformation 
X = —T] + 1 and t 二 (f 
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to obtain 
^ 二 线 恙 + 氏 盒 = 一 〜 ， 
dt = ^ f + ^ f = ^ 
and 
a.. = ^ ( - ¾ ) = — [ ‘ 尝 + 〜 “ 尝 ] = d -
du = m ) = % f + ^ f 二 ％ 
Denote u{^, rj) be the transformed function of the original K{x, t). Now we change 
the problem (E.7) and solve for u{^, rj) 
r 
n^i — Ur,rj + q{v)u = 0 
< u{^, 0) given 
-^^77( '^0) given, 
V 
where x — 1 <4> rj = 0. 
From (E.6) we haye 
1 1 厂 计 々 
u{^,v) 二 3[uGe + " ,o) + u ( e i , o ) ] — “ — ^ ( 5 , 0 ) ds 
1 rv rMv-^) 
+ i / / q{a)u{6,a) dSda. (E.8) 
2 Jo J^-{r]-a) 
L U 
I / \ 
( e - ^ , 0 ) (f + V. 0) 
Now we would like to change the solution back from u{^,rf) to K{x,t). 
(I) u[i + 77,0) Let g = e + rj and rf 二 0. 
1. Since rj' 二 0 <^ x = 1. 
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2. Since t : �= i + 77 and x = -r] + 1, we have 
t - ^ — T] 二 —a； + 1 
^ = x + t - 1. 
Hence we have u{^ + 77,O) ~~^ K{l,x^t- 1). 
(II) u{^ - 7], 0) Let i' 二 i - T] and rf 二 0. 
1. Since rf 二 0 分 x = 1. 
2. Since t = ^' 二 ( — ry and x —rj + 1, we have 
t — ^ = —77 = X — 1 
^ 二 -X + t + l . 
Hence we have u{^ - 77, 0) ~~"> K{l, -x -f t + 1). 
(III) f^^^Urj{s,0) ds By using similar arguments in (I) and (11), we have 
/C+V nx+t-l 
Urj{s, 0 ) ds ~ ~ � — / i ^ x ( l , 5 ) ds. 
、一7] j-x+t+l 
(IV) /0" f : : M q{cr)u{6, a) d6da Consider the following figure: 
( l , t + ( l - x ) ) 
/ ^ (tv) 
/ ri =-工 + 1 / \ 
( 八 一 z_x 
\ K - V, 0) (e + ^,0) 
(l,t-(l-x)) 
Hence the integral is changed to 
厂1 ny-x+t 
/ / q{y)K{y,s) dsdy. J X J —y+x+t 
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Substituting all the results from (I) to (IV) into (E.8), we have 
1 1 广+,-1 
K(x,t) 二 -[K{l,x + t - l ) + K(l,-x + t + l)] + - / K^(l,s) ds 
2 ^ J-x+t+i 
1 厂1 ny-x+t 
+ - / / q[y)K[y,s)dsdy, 
^ Jx J-y+x+t 
and hence, by substituting t : x, we have 
1 产 — 1 
K{x,x) = - [ K ( l , 2 x - l ) + X ( l , l ) ] + - J^ K,{l,s) ds 
+ 1 [ [ q{y)K{y,s) dsdy 
丄 Jx J-y+2x 
1 1 产-1 
=-[K{1, 2x — 1) + K(1,1)] + - / K,(1, s) ds 
2 ^ Ji 
1 pl f-2x-y 
--J J . q�y�K�y,s) dsdy. 
F Runge-Kutta method for solving eigenvalue 
problems 
Here we propose another method which requires less time and computation cost to 
evaluate the eigenvalues under the prescribed potential function V{x). 
Recall the Sturm-Liouville problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions on both 
ends of the interval [0, 1]: 
^ - f ' { x ) + V{x)f = A/Or), A = cj2， r e [ 0 , l ] 
< /(0) 二 0 (F-1) 
/(1) 二 0. 
\ 
Our aim is to solve for co from a given potential function V{x). 
Now for any fixed co, we solve for f{x) 二 f{x;uj) in the following initial value 
problem: 
‘-f"{x;u;)^V{x)f{x;Lu) = uj^f{x;u) 
< f{0-cj) 二 0 (F.2) 
f(0;M 二 1. 
V 
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Here the differential operator {') denotes ^ . 
Define F{cu) = f ( l ; cj), then it is obvious that A 二 cj^ is an eigenvalue if and only 
if F(cj) 二 0. Now define g(cj) = £f(cc;c j) which solves 
f 
-g"{x;co)^V{x)g{x]Uj) 二 uj^g{x;u) + 2u;f{x;uj) 
< g{0]uj) 二 0 (F.3) 
p'(0;o;) 二 0. 
\ 
Note that (F.3) can be easily derived from (F.2). 
Now we solve for F{u) = 0 by using Newton's method which requires F'{u) as 
well. Since F{uj) 二 /(l;c^) and F'{cu) = p(l;o;), the Newton's iteration is described 
as 
F{Un) /(l;CJn) 
0;n+l 二： Cc；^  — —.~~7 二 •外 .— ^ V 
F'{Un) P(l;^n) 
in which we will apply Runge-Kutta method in both (F.2) and (F.3) to get the 
-., ‘ t. i： , 
required values. � 
First rewrite the second order ordinary differential equations in both (F.2) and 
(F.3) into a system of first order ordinary differential equations. 
Let /i = f, /2 二 f[, 9i = g and g2 二 g�, then we have 
‘ f [ = /2 9'1 二 92 
f^ = {V - co')fi j 9'2 = {V - i^^)9i - 2o;/i 
< and 
/i(0) 二 0 "1(0) 二 0 
、/2(0) 二 1 1 "2(0) 二 0. 
Now denote U 二 {f1J2V and V 二（£^ 1,仍)丁，our aim is to find U{l;uJn) and V{l;uJn) 
from both 
: U ' = H{x^ U)竺(/2, {V-ul)hV (F.4) 
< U{0) = (0,1)T 
v 
and 
\ y^ 二 应(工，乂）= (P2, { V - 0 o l ) g i - 2 u J n f l V (F.5) 
‘ v ^ ( 0 ) = (o,o)T 
V 
by using the Runge-Kutta method. 
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Remark 4.1 Consider the system of first order ordinary differential equations 
‘ X ' - H(t, X) 
< 
X(0) = Xo, given. 
\ 
The Runge-Kutta method offourth order is given by 
X{t + h) 二 X{t) + i(Fi + 2F2 + 2F3 + F4) + 0(h”, 
where 
Fi 二 hH{t,X), 
F2 = / i i f ( t + ^ , X + ^Fi), 
F3 = / i ^ ( t + ^ , X - f ^i^j, 
F4 .= h.H(t + h,X + F3). 
h — mesh size. 
Newton's iteration for finding eigenvalues A = cj" can be written as: 
1. Given cJo and tolerance. Set k 二 0. 
2. Compute U{l;uJk) in (F.4) by using Runge-Kutta fourth order method. 
3. Compute V{l;uJk) in (F.5) by using Runge-Kutta fourth order method. 
4. Update uOk+i by the Newton's iteration: 
_ f(l;Uk)  
叫 + 1 二 叫 _ ^ ^ . 
5. Check if ]uk+i - uJk\ < tolerance. If so, STOP; otherwise set k :二 k + 1 and 
repeat step 2. 
The case for the Neumann boundary conditions, that is /(0) = 0 and f ( l ) = 0, 
is similar in which F(cj) is replaced by F(cj) =^ f ( l ; u ; ) . The remaining procedures 
are the same as we described above. 
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